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TNTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings haVing 
been authorised by the Committee to present the Report on their 
behalf. present this, Thirty-Fourth Report on Indian Airlines----
Passenger Services. I 

2. The subject was examined by the Committee on Public Under-
takings (1986-&7). The Committee took evidence of the represen-
tatives of Indian Airlines on 19 and 20 :January, 1987, International 
Airports Authority of India on 21 January, 1987 and National Air-
ports Authority on 13 February, 1987. The Committee also took 
evidence of the representatives of the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
on 16 and 17 February, 1987. 

3. The Committee on Public Undertakings (1987-88) considered 
and adopted the Report at their sitting held on 7 January, 1988. 

4. The Committee feel obliged to the Members of the Com-
mittee on Public Undertakings (1986-87) for the useful work done 
by them in taking evidence and sifting information which fOrmJI 
the basis of this RepQrt. 

5. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation for placing before them the material and infOI-
mation they wanted in connection with the examination of the su~ 
ject. They also wish to. thank in particular the representatives 01 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Indian Airlines, International AiT-
ports Authority of India and National Airports Authority who gave 
evidence and placed their considered views before the Committee. 

NEW DELmj 
February 18, 1988 
Magha 29, 1909 (Saka) 

V AKKOM PURUSHOTHAMAN, 
Chairman. 

Commitf.1ee on Pu.blic Undertakings. 



CHAPTEB I 

INTRODUCTORY 

The Committee on Public Undertakings examined the working 
of Inidan Airlines, International Airports Authority of India and· 
National Airports Authority with regard to providing passenger ser-
vices and facilities for the air services in India and services coming 
to India and passing through India. The background analysis of 
these organisations is discussed in the paragraphs et seq:-

1.2 Indian Airlines came into existence under Air Corporation 
Act, 1953. Indian Airlines is t~e second largest·· domestic air 
carrier in the world outside the U.S.A. and it carried 6.847 million, 
7.669 million and 8.509 million passengers respectively duriIig the 
years 1982-83, 1983-84 and 1984-85. Indian Airlines is also reported 
to have emerged as the Seventh largest domestic air carrier iiI the 
world in terms of passengers carried in 1985 among all I.A. T.A. 
member airlines. The Indian Airlines occupying a prestigious 
position in passenger traffic should be customer conscious in order 
to earn and maintain its image. 

1.3 International Airports Authority of India constituted in 
February 1972 was vested w.e.f. 1-4-1972 with the management of 
four International Airports at Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. 
The Authority is responsible to provide such services and facilities 
as are necessary or desirable for the eftlcient operation of air tranJ-
port services a! the Airports. 

1.4 Similarly, National Airports Authority(NAA) which came 
into existence· from 1st June, 1986 has inherited 86 domestic air-
ports/civil enclaves where scheduled airlines operations are taking 
place With varying status of infrastructure network to serve the 
requirements of the air traffic as well as the passenger traffic. NAA 
is also vested with other functions like the air trafRc control, cons-
truction of airfields, runways and providing facilities at tbe domes-
tic sector as well as providing control of a!r spaCe of India, includ-
ing the Indian International A1r1I.elds. j 
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1.5 Planning, Development and maintenance of the Airport 
terminal buil.d.ingjs and provision of airport facilities is the function 
of IAAI/NAA, which are enUmieratedu under:-

(i) Installation and maintenance of conveyor belts at most 
airports; . 

(ii) l1C)~~n ... ()f ~ua1e_space ... in. the departure lounge. 
securit{hold.!U"!& 'andarrivat area . 

. ; ~ ( .;. ':. ' ,'. .. .' , 
(iii) PASystem/Cloeed Circuit TV 
(iv) . Res~urant. 

: ,'- ;j', ):~ 

(v) ~oi~i!I. 

(vi) Drinking Water. 
(vii) Postal Services, etc . 

. , ).l" ' : • • '~,. - , , • , • . 

. 1.6.l'h~ ~~c~ ~d ~R;of the . ~, buildinP .. 
w~cb .~~: Ii .cowmo~so~e 9'£. c:omplaintsfr@l the ~ ,4l'4 
$0 , I!ollministered by the IAAJ/NAA (Airport Controlling autho-
rities). 



CII2\:PTEic' n 
PUNCTUALITY' OF 'SERVICE 

A. Delays/Cancellations of flights 

~.1· The ~~~e'. ~emfo;rmetHhat· weather .. conditions like' 
thick fog" in winter and cloud covers in monsoons are the most 
common factors leading to delays/~c~tiop .C>f. Ilights and conse-. 
quehtial inconveJrl.ence to the travelling passengers. 

2 .. 2 'The following statement shows the analysis of delays JlJ)d: 
cancellatidns of Indian Airlines' fiights for the year 1983 to 1986:-

1983 1984 1985 1986 

Planned Take Offs 93S02 102227 108617 113722 

Delays rate per 100 Take-off on account 
of delays and cancellations 

Group ',(' 

Commercial 0.S4 0.78 0.42 0.36 

Operations 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.11 

Ale Maintenance 1.32 1.36 1.49 1.41 

Ground Suppprt 0.09 0.08 0.03 0.03 

Total Group 'A' 2.02 2.31 2.07 1.91 

Group ,'B' 

Weather . 1.68 1.47 1.39 1.63 

AiQIort Facilities 0.41 0:39 . 0.32 0.53 

MisceUaneous . 0.78 0.9~ LIS. 0.86 

Total Group 'B' 2.87 2.111 2.86 3.02 

Total Primary delays 8< cancellations . 4.89 5.12 4.93 4.93 

Group 'C' 

Consequeotial • 17.17 18.78 19.30 19.80 
.----

Total (A+B+C) 22.06 23.90 24.23 24.73 
-------_._- ----

3 



, 
2-3 According to Indian Airlineli, during the yean 1983 to 1_ 

only 76.55 per cent of the ftights operated on time. The~. of 
23-'5 per cent of the Bights were either delayed or cance1leI1 It 
has been further stated that over 90 per cent of the delays and 
cancellations were due to adverse weather conditions, airport ~ 
trictions, miscellaneous and consequential delays, which are report-
edly beyond the control of Indian Airlineli. As the same aircraft 
operate a number of services per day. any single delay at the origi-
nating stations has chain reaction leading to consequential delays. 

2.4 When asked to explain the remaining 10 per eent of the 
delays and cancellations which were apparently within the control 
of the Indian Airlines, the Indian Airlineli stated in a written reply 
that-

"Only Group (A) primary delays are due to reasons within 
the control of Indian Airlines. The Gr<.up (B) delays 
are due to causes which cannot be controlled by Indian 
Airlines as these are caused due to functioning of other 
agencies at the airports, and due to weather, security-
check, delay in flight clearance. The consequential delays 
are caused as a. result of primary delays (Group 'A' and 
'B') with multiple effect. depending on the stage at which 
the primary delay has occurred." 

2.5 While explaining ,the reasons for delay in flights, the Manag-
ing Dire.ctor, Indian Airlines stated during eVidence as under:-

''We have got a problem when we come to connecting passen-
gers. If one service is delayed and the other is on sche-
dule and if they are to land at the same time and place, 
then there is a clash which leads to delay. Secondly, if 
a passenger is missing and the baggage is lying outside, 
we have to see as to who the passenger is. In this regard, 
we now of course are having a new system in which the 
passenger is requested to come and identify the baggage." 

2.6 The Committee pointed out that in the mind of the common 
air traveller "technical snags", ''bad weather" etc. are stock items in 
the vocabulary of the airlines to hide its inefficiency and bad 
management. These are the real causes of delays and result in 
inconvenience to passengers. In this connection, the Indian Air-
lines informed in a written reply that "apart from consequential 
delays, the incidence of weather delays is the largest followed by 



aircnft maiDt.ejn.""", delays. A. a reault, the air traveller moat 
~tly.betr5 the cause of delays as "bad weather" or "technical 
snags". 

2.7 When enquired whether the Ministry-of Civil AviatioDhaci 
~ any study of the real causes .responsible for delay in the 
fiights and if so, what fool-proof syStem had been devised to check 
the recurrence of such delays, the Ministry stated in their written 
Dote:-

"During the period 1983-86, on an average 76 per cent of the 
departures were on time~ 

Of the 24 per cent of the departure time delays., nearly 19 
per cent (i.e. 80 per cent of the total delay) were caused 
due to late arrival of aircraft and are consequential 
delays. . 

From this it is clear that only 5 per cent of the departures 
are due to primary reasons which include weather, air-
port restrictions and operational reasons, such as Engi-
neering. Commercial. Operations and Ground Support. 
Of these 5 per cent only 2 per cent are due to operational 
reasons. 

No fool-proof system can be devised for totally eliminating 
all delays. Flight movement reports are submitted daily 
and Management Information monthly to the Ministry. 
The Secretary, Civil Aviation holds periodical review of 
the performance of the Corporation." 

2.8 When asked to enumerate the concrete measures taken during 
1986 to reduce delays and cancellations of flights to avoid inconven-
ience to the passengers, the Indian Airlines stated inter-aZia as 
under:-

"In order to improve the punctuality of Indian Airiines services, 
the reporting time of passengers at the airport was increas' 
ed from 60 minutes to 75 minutes. Moreover, the counter 
closure time was also increased to 30 minutes before the 
departure time. 

As regards the baggage identification, the procedure was 
streamlined so thai the passenger, whose baggage had not 
been identified, could be located speedily. Baggage claim 
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~~iatta~:'tb 'the ~1!ara.'·> 'N~"13aiM'~~' 
stioll!erShde '~'inttotlaeed andile8:t nUfube't'o'f Ute p~ 
senger is written on the baggage tag." 

;~ .t\a;~prds·tiIe delays aDd:.caneellatiODS' oUligktB·i1!·dif!erent 
re~ the, ColDIDitlee 'have DOticied :tkat· the . positwn 411' tile. 'Eas1$:ri, 
Re.giQp ia· panioWal.'ly ·bad. Thepercentqe of delaYll".canoe~tions 
in;t4iB l'Ogita:wu u:highas .36.36 in. 1983, 4(};13- in 1984 and 36.08 in 
1985. In 1986 it came down and stood at 28.65 per cent. 

,3.10.D~g9ral--evideDCe, the Co~i.ttee enq~ as to why the 
situation in the Eastern Region was.,so bad and what remePial steps 
had been taken to reduce del&.ys/c':ancellations in this region. The 
ComJl'lel'dal Director, I.A. then 1!1;ated:-

"Asng'lll'ds·the Eastern Region, We' are de1initely studying as 
to where the 'Problem'is and will analyse the total delays 
and cancellations. I agree with you that it is highest in the 
Eastern . Region and ,of the order of 35 .pe- ~ntto .. 40 per 
cent. Region-wise data were exarDined, based on the rea-

. sons for delay and it was observed that weather delays 
contribute significantly towards increase in the number of 
delays and can~llp.tjons in.Eastern Regipn. The number 
of delays caused due to bad weather was highest in the 
Eastern Region followed by the Northern Region. Western 
Region and t}:}e South~rnRegions are reiatively'less ·affect-
ed by bad weather and consequently have lower percentage 
of delayed deparlHres. Except Guwahati, all other Stations 
in the North-Eastern Region do not have night landing 
facilities, hence operational span is also limited due to early 
dusk. These factors also contribute towards increaSe in 
delays/cancellations of flights. Indian Airlines has been 
continually approaching the relevant authorities for upgra-
dation of the airfil!ld~ by (a) provisiOI;l of. .night landing 
facilities; and (b) advanced landing navigational aids." 

In this connection, the M.D., 1.A. added: 

"As far as Guwah.ati is concerned, we are putting it in Category 
No.1. We already have a 'good National Airports Authority. 
As far as night landing facilities in the Airports of Agar-
tala, Dibrugarh, Sil('har and Jorhat' are concerned, we 
have given our requirements as per our perspective plan 
..... We told them abOut the frequencies of each aircraft 
in . these stations .~Jld.upto wb;Jt, ye81",. we require these 
things. We have given all theSe things in the perspective 
plan of 15 years." 
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2.1~ The Indian Airlines has alSo -informed _ in a ,written note that 
-ill "~e'PlMi:~IMia'n'-1d.r~Gti.w.~ti 1i~:.ooen plann-
,.ecf; as*!~:where 'fiieilities'1or-nigHt'st6p'ofnle alrcraft have 
:tJo·be ~~cI.' This- '5hoUld'bepo'Ssible--inthe. Sevent~ghth Plan 
period. 

B. Landing facilities at Airports .. ~, . 

2.12 The landing facilities at international airports are provided 
jOintly by IAAI' and the National Airports Authority. The IAAI 
provides the desired length of runway with adequate strength, run-
way lighting -and visual aids stich ~ V ASIS (ViSUal. Approach Slo~ 
Indicator System), approach Ji'ghting system and runway central 
lighting system: known as Cat-II lighting. The runway central light-
ing liystem has been provided only at Bombay and Delhi. 

2.13 The National Airports Authority provides all .the landing 
aids. These landing aids are NDB (Non Directional Beacon), VOR 
(Very High Frequency .Qmni Range); ASR ,( Aerodrome __ SurVeillance 
Radar); PAR (Precision Approach Radar); ILS (Instrument·Landing 
'System) . Thelk are the direct :responsibilities of' -the NatiOnal Air-
ports AuthOrity. They are-alsomanaglnifthe control.tower which 
provides all the afrtraftic control services for the landing. 

2.14 The lAAI has provided Cat-II lighting at Bombay and Delhi 
Airports. 'However, these syst€mS ·elUUlbt:be effectiVely 'Utilised unless 
National Airports Authority provides ·category II ILS. At present the 
ILS is of Cat. I· The~lferencebetweeh'Category I arid Category n 
is that under Cafegory" IaiI'craft cim come down uptO"200 ft. and 
under Category II pilot can come ·down up to lower 'Decision height 
of 100 ft. and in poor visibility conditions upto 4001.4: . 

. ~,15' When enquired whether' c&ruption .of. fl~hts due to adverse 
weather conditions could be red)lced by providing advanced instru-
ment landing facilities and by making othe~ technological improve-
mentsat aitpdrts,. the Indian AirliI\es in their written reply' stat-ed:-

• - , ---'f.'i'" 

.",-" itAd~~ced' insb-ument landing faciUties and ot~r ~ca] 
improvements at the airports can reduce the incidence of 
th1layslcancellations due to bad 'Welither.· The subject of 
ilpgrad~tionof weh facilitieS is centinUousljrhdten up with 
the' ~cerried "iluthority 'and' it 'has' been '-suggested to 
'DGCA/NAA tthAt"durin:g:SeventhPIatt- period; 'Cat. m ILS 

____ .;.c .. -~,>---' . ..;,.-".+-'t: .... : -"0.-",':") ,',! " ~. ",,-,_Of :..i.l...-,_-. ___ _ 

• At tlte time of f~l_i~ion NAA hal stated that "both ·a.t Bombey and 
afDe11l!t NAA has "rovlded C4t. n IL,.Systew$ (1LS).Whiist at Bombey the 

, .,....,. IS utII4 foI-'Plt;"-4 ~1lOn·. only diWk. mralit )OottiIlicms. at Delhi 
.llR\eJ:D~t_...kten@Ptt)~baa,b,Je~pp.li~t¢.. t.!l Ca$711,.~d NOJ'AM 
't'fIot1C:e' tb~} eli' )''10 III~ 'Op«&lors to -tbfl eff~ Wt«d iaued." 
:~,,:.~. '; ; ..-;'" • . , ,': _~__ . ~ • ': ~ ~ f \ 
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Oould be inB~' at Bombay, 6ilc:utia."~ MacUaa 'aDd 
Hyderabad. In addi~ it .. also ~ that 
airports having jet operations abould be equipped with 
Cat. nILS. ' 

That Committee on tb£. Civil Aviation has also suggested: simi-
lar improvements in landing navigation/communication 
tacilities during Seventh Plan period. It has also recom-
mended a plan of action for the period 1990-2000 which 
includes equipping all airports for all weather capability 
operations. 

The modernisation project for installation of latest equipment 
including Cat. III JLS at Bombay and Delhi has already 
been taken up by the NAA and installations are likely, to 
be operational in 1987-88." 

In this connection, NAA has also stated:-

"The disruption of flights due to adverse weather conditions 
like thick fog cannot be eliminated even with the availabi-
lity of the best of landing and navigational aids. Even after 
the higher category landing facilities are provided, the 
landing and take off will depend on the weather minima 
prescribed by the operators on the basis of the training of 
crew and aircraft equipmentation. Indian Airlines has 
suggested the provision of ILS on reciprocal runways at 
Bombay and Delhi. The request from IA is receiving the 
attention of the NAA which has planned to instal improv-
ed ILS facilities under modernisation programme. In addi-
tion, Airport surface movement indicator radar facilities 
are also being planned both at Delhi and Bombay under 
the modernisation programme." 

2.16 When asked whether Indian Airlines were satisfied with, the 
present landing facilities at the airports, the Deputy Managing Direc-
tor of IA stated during oral evidence:-

"Regarding landing, in Europe, an aircraft may be operating 
even when the visibility is very low. In this country, we 
specify weather minima under which a pilot is permitted 
to land. That minima is a determined on the type of terrain 
which is around the airport. Supposing there is a mounta-
nious terrain, there l:ihould be the minima so that the pilot 
can see the hills. But it depends upon the tYPe of facilities 
which are there ,- the navigational facilities which are 
available. In Delhi airport, the visibility is 800 metres 
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and only then the pilot is permitted to land. No pilot caa 
go and land at Agra where.. we do not have the Jnstrument 
I;andin. System and where the minima stipulation is 3,200 
metres. He has to follow the weather mininlabecaU5e that 
is the basic safety requirement to land or to take off from 
that airport" 

2.17 The Committee have noticed that in India, there are only six 
to eight airports· which have got Instrument Landing System which 
is the minimum requirement for landing. In this connection, the 
Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation admitted during evidence that 
.. th~ navigation and Communication facilities in India were much 
below international standards." 

2.18 On being pointed out that fog was becoming a problem for 
landing of aircraft at Delhi and Bombay and flights were diverted, 
the Chairman, NAA stated in evidence:-

"We have to understand what is the capability of this instru-
ment binding system. The instrument landing system has 
got certain things; first establishment on the ground; and 
then there is an equipment· in the air which also monitors 
from certain parameters. Next we h~ve the p;lot in the air-
craft. The instrument landin'g systems established at J?elhi 
and Bombay are functional throughout 24 hours. 'This sys-
tem is something which has to be on, all the time. The 
instrument landing system equipment at Delhi belongs to 
what we call category No.2. There are three categories-
1, 2 and 3. Category No.2 system permits aircraft to operate 
at a certain minima, e.g. the visibility available on the 
runway, which is measured by the equipment provided by 
the meteorological department. Then there is the equip-
ment on ground, whose function is my responsibility, be-
caUSe I am maintaining it. This equipment should be perio-
dically calibrated, so that it functions properly. It is my 
responsibility. Ever:.,r six months we have to do the calibra-
tion. 

Now comes the pilot. The aircraft which is fitted with this 
system fixes up with the system on the ground, and inter-
prets signals in the air. The pilot's capability has also to be 
taken into account. Thirdly, the' Airlines prescribe a cer-
tain minima. The aircraft cannot land under zero visibi-
lity. 

• At the timeef factual verification NAA has stated that "the number of ILSystem 
installed at various airlields in India is 23. Out ofthese. 10 have been installed 
since 1985 and are in various stages of calibration before declaring them opera-
tional." 
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_ ;~re is an ~r~ge, ~tandard Df ~ijot. ,_~ is~ed to do that, 
, "''and'lie ~'be~pertJfil;~' to'B'y--md come,(vwn to the 

gl'OuUd orily if,lbe "1lni)~ty' ~1)ei~nQ a certipD'1evel Other-
"Wl.re;'the"ptOCedure' Sayi Plat the 'airct'aft Will divert." 
.: , ."" . ,. 

2~19 The Committee pointed out'that the J,mding facilities at the 
international airports were not adequate, Tite;c"mmittee enquired 
Wlaetbertbe -~ facilities have' been created 'at all the inter-
Wltkmal airports'iDI India'find if so, towhat-eXtent-1hese are iJi'ope-
ratioDBl 1ft reply, the Chairman, International Airports Authority 
of IDdia informed the Committee as linder:-

"Our role, j~risdiction and responsibility start from' the time an 
aircraft has landed. When it limds on the run-way, then 
all otherfaeilities are provided -by us, As far as the Ught-
ing system on the run-wa:ys is eoneerned, We have cat-2 
lighting system in Delhi 3nd Bombay which is- better than 
Cat-I system which is in many of the international air-
ports today. This- Cat-2 system is availllble but since ILS 
has so far not been calibrated with it,it is not made use of 
for the last one or two years. ILS is being regulated by the 
National Airports Authority and not International Airports 
Authority~ ,We have -p'roYided most modem aids as far as 
run-ways and lighting ,system are concerned." 

2.20 When asked what category of landing instruments NAA was 
prcMdtag at the-four illtematiotial'lairports, the-Chairman, NAA in-
formed' -the ,Committee' that -Category II --capability 'lmding 'system -
-hacl'~n -t1lllb'll1ect at"Bombay;,Delht, CalftttIi> 8DliMlldras. 

2.21 When enquired why' Category II lighti!lg system had not 
been prbVided at Calcutta and Madras'airports, especially at Cal-
--cutta !1t'bere flights were disnlpied" for hours ,due to leg in winter, 
the --Dil'ettor of, Operations," IMI stated:' .. 

"We have approached the Airlines and the IA~A about giving 
these facUities in Calcutta and Ma:dras. They said no 
because the weather conditions are not thatiNl'd which will 
deserve a c'ategoty~n -treatment ,ThIeY" are' HU~y with 
Ca~ry-I treabWeDt.": --, 

2.22 ,1'he, Committee 'pelnted' out thatCateJWY -n lighting system 
provided .. -byIAAI-oat Delhi -aftd-~bay akpons was not being 
effecttooely utilised because the landing system being ~ted by 
the National Airports Authority had ,not been calibrated ,with, it. 
~:~f)alnnan; -~~al·'A.r.ts,~ty:'1Iken-'8~!~ , 



"At Bombay we cannot utilise Category-II capability because 
of hill. Bombay hill area was blasted at one stage. A 
lot of hill has been blasted. Subsequenty encroachment 
has taken place and that project has come to more or less 
at stand-still. However, we have made provision of 
Category-II systems. Merely to instal equipment without 
its functioning has no meaning. This equipment has to 
be maintained in Category-II level. That is why we say 
we calibrate it, otherwise the aircraft will get a wrong 
indication. Aircraft can come to a certain level but not 
below 200 feet .. ." 

2.23 As regards non-utilisation of Category-II landing system in 
Delhi and Bombay, the Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation stated 
during evidence:-

"It is the facility which has to be provided. But, Sir, you 
please realise that now it is for the first time that we 
have laid down our perspective plan for each year till the 
end of the century. You have rightly said that Category-
II may be put but if you don't calibrate it from time to 
time, it cannot be utilised. I am aware that the caHbra-
tian of Category-II has not taken plaCe in Bombey or 
even at Delhi."'" 

2.24 When pointed out that due to non-functioning of landing 
system in Bombay, Category-II lighting system had not been useful 
at all, the witness stated: 

"We have drawn up a scheme for the reorganisation. They 
have drawn a development scheme for Delhi and Bombay 
at a cost of Rs. 195 crores." 

2.:15 When enquired about the specific measures taken to provide 
latest t;i!cbnological instruments at airports (such as advanced land-
ing frci1ities) to overcome the weather constraints, the witness 
stat.l~-

''We have identified 14 airports in the country which are 
fog-prone., out of which J 0 airports will be provided with 
lLS system by 1987 itself. Out of the remaining four air-
ports, IAF is doing this wo..-k as far as the two airports-
Srinaga..- an'" rJ,~...,"';..,,,':h-a:re concerned. We thou~t 

---- - - ---- - -----_._-._---- ----
• At the time of factual verification NAA has statee "Whilst it is true that Bombay 

ILS bas lIot been calibrated to Catrvory-JJ because it cannot be used to 
CateRory-IJ minimo due to the limitations posed by the terrain around bombay 
airfield, as far as Delhi is concerned, the IL System has been fully calibrated 
?",,", .... ~c:: ....... ,.,... ",. ... 1 ..... ,..,41 ff r,.. .. r~4. r- ••. ~ ('..-r··"':rrr·· 
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that we should have' other systems instead of the ILS 
system as far as the remaining two airports-Bagdogra and 
Gorakhpur-are concerned. ~ will have to make a mas-
sive iri\testment a$ well as make administrative action. 
Till we are able to do it, I think We have to li~ with this 
problem." 

2 .• Subeequently, the Ministry of Civil Aviation also informed 
U.1Comrnittee as undier: . 

'it'hete is a scheme' to provide Instrument Landing System 
(ILS) at ten fog·bound airports, viz. Amritsar, Bhopal, 
Imphal, Jaipur, Varanasi, Kanpur, Jammu, Agartala, 
Mobanbari and Patna. Of these, five ate being imported 
and five manufactured indigenously. The installation of 
ILS at all ten airports is expected to be completed by ~d, 
1987. 

lrollowing receipt of the Raje Committee !leport, tJ¥!re is a 
scheme to modernise alr traftic control system at Delhi and 
Bombay airports. The cost of th1e project is expected to be 
around Rs. 195 crorea." 

2!Zi In reply to a question asked in Lok Sabha (5.Q. No. 398 dated 
24-8-1987) it has been stated by GQverrurtetlt that a proposal for 
moderlllsation of the air tramc control systems at Bombay and Delhi 
IIfi'ports at an estimated cost of Rs. 195 crores is under consideration 
and a token provision of Rs. 5 crores has been made for this project 
in t~ National Airports Authority's budget for the year 1987-88. 

2.28 .The Committee desired to know whether any perspective plan 
hMbten drawn up to improvise landing aids at all the airports in 
the l"Ountry. In their written reply, the National Airports Authority 
informed the Committee as under: 

"A- perspective plan document has been prep;&red by the 
Plamltng Group on aviation under the Chairmaimhip of 
Shri J. R. D. Tata. The plan details the requirements in 
the field of aviation at the tum of the century and also 
the provision of necessary infrastructurie at the various 
airports to meet the requirements of the airliBes. Under 
the modernisation Prograrruilie for various airports, the 
fonowing new facilities are proposed to be provided with 
the approval Of the Planning Commission. 

(1) Airport Sutveillanee RadliT at Hyderllbad and Guwahati; 

(it) ms at BMgalore, Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore, Indore, 
Kbajurao and Trichy; 
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(iii) VORIDoppler VOR-new facilities will be provided at 
Calcutta Delhi, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Aurangabad, .Bel-
gaum, Bhubaneswar, Gaya, Jaipur, Lucknow, Nagpur and 
Patna. 

(iv) DME facilities will be provided at Bhavnagar, Madurai, 
Ranchi, Nagpur, Patna and Mandasaur. 

~v) NDB facili~s will be provided at various airports under 
operation of Vayudoot Services." 

2.2!1 During the course of evidence, the Chairman, International 
Airpol'~ Authority of India made the following suggestion as to 
what I uthority should haVe control o~r Air Traffic Control: 

r ••• international airports are being managed allover the 
world. Every-where, the system is that ATC control is with 
the Government. In Switzerland, it is with the Radio. In 
France and Britain, it is with the Government. In other 
countries also, ATC control is retained by the Govern-
ment not for the purpose- of merely supplying information 
for landing aircraft, civil aircraft but also because certain 
defence strategic considerations are involved in that. This 
is retained by the Government. In our wisdom, we have 
decided that this will be transferred to the National Air-
ports Authority in India. Earlier, it was with Directorate 
of Civil Aviation. In my view, International Airports 
Authority is fotnlf!d for management of runways and ter-
minals. ATC should be with the Government and if it is 
with the Government,. there will be no difficulty of funding 
the projects to upgrade it. But, at the mo~nt, when a 
National Airports Authority has to manage that, they ,have 
to manage within their financial resources and their own 
constraints." 

2,311 The examination of: Indi_ . Airlines has renaled· that durin. 
the yuan 1983 t. 1986 only 76 per cent of Indian AiFlines'ftigld. 
opera"~ on time. The rest of the 24 per cent flights were either 
detayri or cancelled. Furthet', over 90 per (.'t!nt of the delays and. 
nmeeUations were·due to adverse weather conditions, airport restric-
tions and technieal s~ etc. The percenta~ of late arrival of 
aireraft or consequential delays instead' of showing a declining trend 
maeased from 17 per cent in 1983 to 20 per cent in 1985. Though 
the flights are delaved/dismpted or even cancelled in almost all the 
regions, the positioll is worst in the F..astem Region. In tbis ~, 
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the delays and cancellations of flights are of the order of 35 per 
cent to 45 per cent as was confirmed by the Commercial Director of 
Indian Airlines during his evidence before the Committee. 

2.31 The Committee have also been informed that a substantial 
portion of the delays is due to strict adherence to the mandate that 
all categories of snags must be removed before permitting the flight. 
The IIIlBg detected at a transit airport compel grounding of 
the aircraft till spares could be routed from the base 
station, snag repaired and aircraft certified. As the same aircraft 
operate a cumber of services per day, the grounding' of oDe aircraft 
disrupts the flight schedule resulting in consequential delays. To 
overcome such problems, the Committee suggest that the Indian 
Airlines should improve and achieve better technical reliability of 
its fleet by preventive maintenance and also by boosting the engineer-
ing facilities. They should also consider the feasibility of acquiring 
a small aircraft for carrying spares to distant airports on demand 
instead of the current practice of routing them from the base through 
routine flights. 

2.32 As regards delays and cancellations of flights, the Committee 
on Public Undertaking~ (1981·82) had also recommended in their 
42nd Report that "there has to be a coordinated effort both by the 
Airlines anli tbe DGCA/IA!\'1 at a fairly high level to eliminate 
causes that contribute to cancellations/delays". The Committee are 
unhappy to note that even after 5 years. no appreciable improve-
ment has been brought about in this regard and the malady of ab-
normal delays and cancellations of flights still persists. 

2.33 The Committee have also observed that flights are often 
delayed, disrupted or diverted from ori,ginating centres like Delhi 
to other places due to fog or poor visibility and also by doud covers 
in monsoons in some key airport on hill routes such as Srinagar, 
Guwahati etc. This obviou~J~, disrupts the Airlines' entire flight 
schedule all over the country as the aircraft held up are used on 
ftl'ious circuits throughout the day. This ~ults in enormous cost 
to airline!! and inconveniencl' to passengers stranded at terminals. 

2.34 The Committee wp.re informed during evidence that advanc" 
eel instrument landing farilities and other technkal instrument laad-
tal[ facilities and other technical im1J'"Ovement!lat airports caD 
reduce the incidence of delays Bnd cancellations due to bad weather. 
The landing facilities are hein!! l11"ovided iointly by International 
Airports Authority of Indh and NatiMal Airports Authority at inter-
national airports and at other Ilirports by NAA. The Committee are, 
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however, dJstressed to observe tnat out of 86 airports, exclucli.Dc 4 
mternauonai airports, only about II airports'" at peesent are eqwpped 
Wlln 1D8uwnent Lanwng ::'ysu~m facihty (lLS) wiuch is the miDi-
mum lequi{emenl Ioe sale iHlUting of airccait in inclement weatuer. 
1n lact, tile ::;ecrelaey, lHHlIstry of Civil Aviation also admitted 
durm~ nJS evidence before the Committee that "the navigation and 
communication facibties in India are much below the international 
standards". The Committee iee! that what the Civil Aviation autho-
noes are plannmg today sllouJd have been done much earlier. The 
Committee also recommend .that immediate steps should be taken 
to provide advance Instrunumt Landing faciij.tie;s at all the airports 
so as to reduce to the barest minimum, if not altogether eliminate, 
the incidence of delays all" callcellations of flights due to bad wea-
ther etc. The Committee do agree that disruption of flights due to 
inclement weather cannot be eliminated totally but they do feel that 
by providing modern technological equipments, the chances of de-
lays and cancellations can be minimised. 

2.35 The Committee are informed that lAAl has provided cate-
gory II lighting facilities at Bombay and Delhi AiIIports but equip-
ment installed is not being utilised because Category II ILS (instru-
ment Landing System) provided by National Airports Authority 
which has to be periodically calibrated to synchronize with Category 
II lighting system has not been calibrated since long. The Com-
mittee cannot but deplore this lack of coordinated development as a 
result of which the essential facilities provided could not be made 
use of. 

2.36 The question of upgradation of ILS facilities is also reported 
to have been taken up by the Indian Airlines with DGCAINAA 
suggesting that Bombay, Delhi**, Calcutta, Madras, Hyderabad and all 
other airports having jet operations should be equipped with Cate-
gory D ILS during the Se\'enth Plan period. In this connection, the 
Tata Committee in their Report on "Civil Aviation at the turn of 
Century" has also recommended that all airports should be equip-
ped with all weather capabilily operations. In spite of all that, unfor-
tunately, even Category I ILS which i!: very essential for safe land-
ing has not been provided so far at many of the airports. The 
Committee feel that the I~struhlent Landing System (ILS) should 
be sp~dily _provided at all the important airports in -the country 

---- --- ------- ------
At the time of factual verification NAA has stated that "the number DC IL 
Systems installed at -various airiields in India is 23. Out of these, 10 have been 
installed since 1985 and are in various stages of calibration before declaring 
them operational." 

•• At the time of factual verification NAA has stated "so far as Delhi is conceracd, 
the IL System has been fully calibrated and has been declared fit for 
Category-II operations." 
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u it is aD essential reqw.ment for the safe landing of the aircraft. 
The Committee also feel tbat at Ieut.the Airports havillg jet opera-
tioas should be equipped with ILS Catearory II by the end of the 
Seveath Plan. 

2.37 The Committee are glad to note that Government have now 
identified 10 fog-prone airports like Amritsar, Bhopal, Imphal, Jai-
pur, Varanasi, Kanpur, Jammu, Agartala, Mohanbari andPatna-Jor 
bastallation of Instrument Landing System and these airports would 
soon become safer for landing in bad weather. The Committee hope 
that the'Ministry of Civil Aviation would ensure implementation of 
this project within the stipulated time-frame. The Committee also 
recommend that within some time-bound programme Category II 
Instrument Landing System facility should be provided and proper-
lymaintained at all 'major airports where Boeings and Airbuses 
operate. At Bombay and Delhi where this facllityalready exists ltut 
is inoperative should be made effective and functional. The Com-
mittee need hardly emphasise that safety of aircraft depends a great 
"Ion the modern Illstrument Landing System but equally so on 
the 'pilot. The Committee, theref«e, SUggest that fOr deft handlillg 
of this very sophisticated equipment, intensive training daould be 
imparted to the pilot so that aircraft can land safely. 

2.38 The Committee note that Air Traffic t.!ontrol System which 
occupies a pivotal position in the entire aviation field and is of stra-
tegical importance for country's defence is being controlled at pre-
sent by the National Airports Authority. Whereas our AirHnes have 
inducted the latest aircraft, the Air Traffic Control System does 
not appear to be upto the mark, The Committee feel that since a 
considerable expansion of the airlines fleet is expected by the turn 
of the century there is an urgent need for the modemisatioD of Air 

'Traffic Control System and the same should be equipped with upto-
date communication system to enable the pilots to have better iDter-
action with the system. 

2.3t The Committee has also been informed that a scheme for the 
modernisation of Air Traffic Control System lIt Bombay and Delhi 
at an estimated CO'lt of Rs. 195 crores is also reported to be under 
eGDflitteatien but only Rtoken provision of Rs. 5 crores was provid-
edfor t1lis.,urpose in the N~tional An"orts Authority's buth{et for the 
year 1987-88. In this connection, the Chairman of lRiemational 
Airports Authority of Indin snggested in evidence tbat as per the 
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practice obtaining in foreign countries the Air Trallic Control Sys-
tem should be operated by Government itself and not by the National 
Airports Authority which is itself facing financial and other constra-
ints. In Committee's view the suggestion made by the Chainnan of 
IAAI merits serious _side~tion by the GQvemment. The Com-
mittee feel that if Air Tramc Control System is handled by Govern-
ment, the question of paucity of funds will IUIIt eome in the way of 
~ execution of modemis .. ttion scheme reported to be under consi-
4eratioa. 



CHAPTER dI 
PASSENGER SERVICES 

A. Com.pu.terised ReservatiOn System 

3:1 The computerisation system in Indian Airlines (IA) is stated 
to have become operational on 26th March, 1985 with six major 
stations with CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) facilities. T~ majority of 
the stations on Indian AirLnes network are linked up with a system 
on slow speed TTY circuits. Instantaneous response to reservation 
req'lests for a single or multi-sector itinerary are now available in 
only 3 to 4 seconds at all major stations which greatly facilitate the 
passengers. It has been stated that chance passengers are given 
wait-list numbers which are automatically upgraded against cancella-
tions. Uptime of the computer system is being maintained at 98%. 

3.2 On an enquiry how soon IA proposed to cover all the air-
stations with the facility of computerised reservation system and the 
details of the long term plan, if any, to be drawn-up for this purpose, 
the Indian Airlines has stated in a written note that-

"All the domestic Indian Airlines stations are covered and 
provided facility of computerised reservation system 
except the following: 

1. Leh 

2. Khajuraho 
3. Gorakbpur 

4. Allahabad 

5. Nasik 

The above stations ~ not provided with facility because the 
circUit is not provided by P & T Department. Amongst 
the remaining stations which are provided with Computeri-
sed Reservation Facility. 16 stations in India (Bombay 
Calcutta, Delhi, Madras. Hyderabad, Bangalore, Srinagar: 
Lucknow, Varanasi, Jaipur, Ahmedabad. Pune, Goa, Cochin 
Trivandrum and Guwahati) and 4 stations in foreign 
countries (Colombo, Bangkok, Dhaka and Kathmandu) 

18 
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are .erovided with CRT facility. By the end of March, 
1987 it is proposed that 7 more stationsjlocations will be 
pro~ded with CRT facilities. Regarding the remaining 
domestic stations, 10 more stations will be provided with 
CRT facilities in the year 1987-88 depending on the avail-
ability of circuit from P & T Department," 

B. Over bookings 

3.3 It had been stated by Indian Airlines that with a view to 
maximise utilisation of aircraft capacity and to ensure on-time de-
parture of flights by reducing the number of waitlis1i!d passengers, a 
small percentage of planned overbookings is done on all jet flights 
as is the practice with airlines all o~r the world. Normally, these 
over-booked passengers are adjusted against cancellations. How-
ever, on some occasions it so happens that tlU!re are not enough cab-
cellations whereby a few over-booked passengers do not get seats. 
Overbooking on most of the, services ex-Delhi were reduced to 5 
per cent with effect from 23rd April, 1986. On certain flights 10 per 
cent overbooking upto 24 hours before departure is made in order 
to ensure optimum utilisation of capacity offered on these routes. 

3.4 In the performance review meeting held on 4.11.1985, it. was 
suggested that Indian Airlines should review their booking profilli 
and the system of overbooking and evolve a system by which no 
pas.'leDger holding confirmed ticlq:!t is denied a seat. On an ~nquiry 
if such a review had been made and if so, what improvements in the 
existing system had been introduced to avoid any inconvenience to 
the passengers, Indian Airlines stated in a written reply as under: 

.. 

"A system of mOnitoring of bookings has been evolVed and 
put into effect. The percentages of canceliations ftight-
wise and season-wise are studied and overbookings made 
on selected flights only on the basis of such study. A low 
percentage of overbooking is resorted to-for example on 
IC-182 Delhi-Bombay (Morning flight) overbooking is done 
to the extent of 10 per cent of the aircraft seat capacity. 
While on the evening flight IC-4Q5 only 5 per cent over-
booking is done. On Delhi-Srinagar flight IC-427 no over-
booking at all is considered at present but on the Bom-
bay-Colombo flight where the cancellation rates are higher, 
15 per cent overbooking is done. 

In a Review Meeting held on 22.11.1985, it was decided that 
in order to avoid any inconvenience to passengers over-
booking percentages would be kept below the percentage 



of cancellations on each sector. It was also directed that 
tbe percentage of cancellations on each sector should be 
monitored ~y and regularly." 

3.5 When asked about the rationale of overbooking, the Com-
mercial Director, Indian Airlines informed the Committee during 
evidence: 

"Overbooking is done with a view to achieving optimum utili-
aation of seats. Such a system of overbooking was in 
effect even prior to compaterised rel¥!rvations but with the 
computerised reservation facilities it has been mad,e more 
llCientific: ... 

3.6 When pointed out that if optimum utilisation of the seats was 
the grOl.lnd for overbooking, thpn why not the overbooking be also 
done in other services where the demand was high, the Managing 
I>Ue<nor stated: 

"It is not with regard to high djemand situation. IC-427 has a 
very high demand. We do not have over-booking. In 
flight No. 182 also, this is our experience. We are chang-
ing the figure of tqe percentage, only after looltillg at the 
cancellation sit\l.lltion over a period of time. Then people 
who are to come from abroad do not come. There a¢ 
batches of 60 to. 70 people each. Under the circumstances, 
those people may come or may not come. We do not go 
by the total percentage of the people. We go more or 
less by the circumstances or situation. Actually, this ~ 
the. safe process." 

3.7 When enquired about the position of the waitUsted passenger.s 
.in -those flights where OVeN>ooking is done, the wim,ss replied: 

"There is no surety of waitlisted passengers. We do not know 
whet~r they are going to come or not. TIley have to be 
treated as one strellm. We are totally monitoring a parti-
cular service over a period of time, check its .seasonability 
and then. we fix up the percentage of overbooking." 

S.8 On being asked about the status of the overbooked passengers 
in ease all the passengers having O. K. tickets for a particular flight 
turned up; tHe Managing Director informed the Committee "They 
have the priority over the waitlisted passengers. They will go by 
the ·next flight." When further asked as to which of t~ passengers 
would be off-loaded in such a situation, the witness stated that 
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"whoever comes at the end will be off-loaded. It is first-cwn-first 
served situation." 'l'he Deputy Managing Director of Inman Alrlines 
also1ldded: 

'~Tlle .idea of overbooking is not to off-load . passengers. The 
baslc purpose has to be gone into, wnetber over-booking 
should be done or not. The first thing IS. by doing over-
booking, it is,not done on the basis of fixed nwnoer or 
amount. It will be 10 per cent or 5 per cent or 1 per cent 
or nil Each and e"leryflight is studied. When you have 
30 days in advance, probably. our overbooking may be 
lOOper cent or 50 per aent. As the time decreases. the 
amount of o-verbooking is kept on reducing." I 

3.9 As regards the criterion adopted for off-loading passengers, 
. the witness stated: 

"We have no desire to off-load a passenger. We off-load the 
last person, who comes last. He may be No. 1 who has 
booked. Even if he is off-loaded. he is sent on the sub-
sequent fliiht." 

:UClThe Committee pointed out that because of the system 
of overbooking there were chances of genuine passengers holding 
O.K. tickets being off-loaded. The Managing Director then stated: 

"We will be more conservative with regard to the overbook-
ing. We will rationalise the system into a more effective 
one." 

3.11 Asked whether any compensation could be claimed by the 
passengers for denial of seats when their tickets had already been 
bkayed and if not. what course was open to them to get their grie-
vances redressed. The LA. informed the Committee in a written 
reply:- I 

"In the case of denial of seats when tickets have already been 
okayed. the passengers are provided with alternate sur-
.face transportation or alternate air connection on Indian 
Airlines by the first available service. All other facilities 
such as meals.. conveyance charges and hotel accommo-
dation are also provided. 

However. Indian Airlines is not liable for any other compen-
I . satWnsince the carriage by Air Act, 1980 clearly states 

vide Clause 4. if at.,any stage. it is found that the aircraft 
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with the booked O.K. passengers, etc. will be overloaded, 
the Company wHl have the rIght to decide which passen-
ger or article shall be off-loaded and such deciSion shall 
be binding. Tnis clause is also printed on all ticket 
jackets." 

C. Shortage oj capacity in Indian Airlines 

3.12 It has been stated that one of the problems being faced by 
the passengers is the shortage of capac.ty in Indian Airlines. Most 
of the flights have waiting lists and it is difficult to. provide seats 
to all the intending passengers. Indian Airlines is stated to have 
signed an Agreement with the Airbus Industries for the purchase 
of A 320 aircraft which will be joining the fleet of Indian Airlines 
during 1989-90. The Agreement also provides that Airbus Indus-
tries will make available to Indian Airlines Airbus A 300 and Boeing 
737 aircraft on lease to meet the growing needs of traffic during 
the interim period. 

3.13 The C"Ommittee enquired whether the question of shortage 
of capacity has ever been considered in the context of the incon-
venience to the travelling pUblic and whether IA has considered 
the feasibility of having a perspective plan. for augmentation of the 
capacity to cater to the growing demand. In their written reply. 
the Indian Airlines explained: 

"The question of maintaining balance between the aircraft 
capacity and the passenger demand has been receiving 
coIl8tant attention of the airlines. The traffic demand 
is continuously monitored on various sectors and the 
capacity is suitably deployed by varying frequency levels 
in order to meet the same. As and when necessary, addi-
tional flights are also operated. 

Indian Airlines has achieved a traffic demand growth rate of 
11.6 per cent in the last ten years and would I!arry in 
excess .of 10 million passengers in the current year. Tata 
Committee constituted by the Government of India to 
look into the development 0'£ Civil Aviation at the turn 
of the century has recommended a traffic growth of 11.5 
per cent per year upto the year 2000-2001. Indian Air-
lines has prepared a 15 years perspective plan and it has 
been estimated that to meet the growth rate of 11.5 per 
cent. Indian Airlines would require an investment of 
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Rs. 9000 crores and would have a fleet strength of 193 air-
craft in the year 2000. Out of the current fleet of Indian 
Airlines., except Airbus A 320 aircraft all other aircraft 
types would be phased out by the year 2000 and new 
technology aircraft will be inducted. 

However. considering a conservative growth rate of 10.1 per 
cent, Indian Airlines fleet would consist of 155 aircraft 
by the year 2000 and would require an investment to the 
tune of about Rs. 7000 crores. 

Planning Commission has been insisting on restricted growth 
rate for Indian Airlines at a level of 8 per cent per year. 
This is on account of constraint of foreign exchange re-
sources of the country and low priority assigned to the 
aviation while making sectoral allocation of funds. It 
may be mentioned that the present induction of aircraft 
in the fleet has so far been on this basis. During the 
Seventh Plan period. Indian Airlines would be inducting 
19 A 320 aircraft in the year 1989-90. The increase in 
traffic demand for the interim period till 1989 is purposed 
to be met by induction of leased aircraft capacity. Indian 
Airlines had acquired leased capacity of two Airbus and 
two Boeing 727 aircraft in the current year. out of which 
one Airbus aircraft was declared a total loss in the acci-
dent at Madras. As a result. one Airbus and two Boeing 
737 aircraft acquired on lease basis have been incorporated 
in the present schedule. Subject of replacement of lost 
Airbus aircraft and acquisition of additional leased capa-
city has been taken up with the Ministry of Civil Avia-
tion. 

It may be observed that there has always been constant capa-
city constraint on the Indian Airlines system and kejeping 
in view the inconvenience caused to the passengers on 
account of the sarole. Indian Airlines has been trying to 
meet the requirement of travelling public by increasing 
the span of operation and utl1isation of aircraft." 

3.14 on being enquired why thie growth rate was being restrict-
ed to 8 per cent when it was actually 11 per cent, the Secretary, 
Ministry of Civil Aviation. during his oralevidenoe stated: 

"1111 fact, from 1973-74 to 1983-84, the growth rate has been 
11.6 per cent; in 1984-85, it was 11.4 per cent and in 1985-86, 



It was 9.9 per cent. But it is for the Planning Commis-
Ilion and the Go~ent to consider which sector should 
have precedence. Our proposed plan was for Rs. 2470 
crores in the Seventh Plan. but they restricted it to Rs. 
730 crores only and in two years we have spent that 
amount. 

One of the reasons for all these problems is that if a single 
plane gets stuck up somewhere, it has a whole lot of 
consequential delays all over and we can imagine the 
inconvenience to hundreds of people at various places. It 
is also not possible to keep 3-4 extra planes becauSe of 
high costs involved. But there should ,be an elbow room 
to take care of the passenllers if there is a failure." 

D. Baggage Delivery 

3.15 Indian Airlines had stated that baggage delivery time was 
monitored for each flight and efforts were made. to reduce the bag-
gage reclaim time as far as practicable. On major base stations, 
Indian Airlines is stated to have achieved an average record of 
20 minutes for completing baggage delivery of all flights with first 
container/trolley arriving near the delivery are within 7 minutes 
of arrival and completion of baggage delivery within 20 minutes. 
According to Indian Airlines, this could be further improved if 
more conveyer belt facilities were provided by IAAIIDGCA. Even 
if A and B labels are put on baggages of Airbus flights to ensure 
fast delivery, sometimes this cannot be achie~d due to inadequate 
conveyer belt facilities as also due to clash of arrivals at a given 
point of time. 

3,16 Asked what efforts haVe been made to further-reduce the 
baggage reclaim time and how far IA has been successful in bring-
ing the baggage delivery time within the accepted norms; the 
tndian Airlines in a written reply stated: 

"Indian Airlines now op&ates to 60 stations in the country. 
Out· of these four airports, namely. Delhi, Bombay, Cal-
cutta and Mackas are managed. by IAAI and the remain-
ing stations by National Airports Authority. Airbus air~ 
craft operates to ten stations in the country whiTe the 
other fifty stations aTe served with romrentional type' of' 
aircraft where the baggage loading/Unloading is manual: 
At most of the St!ltions served by the conventional air-
craft becauSe of low frequency of operations, the entire 
activity is handled manually from unloading to hauling 
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the baggage to the airport tenninal and ~ivering the 
baggage to passengers without the help of tractors conve-
yor belts, etc. 

Indian Airlines have' a continuous monitoring system for major 
airports including Hyderabad and Bangalore where bulk 
of our passengers arrive and depart. At other stations a 
close monitoring is achieved by t~ Station Managers as 
the workload is limited." 

3.17 On being enquired how far Indian Airlines had been succesl-
ful in achieving their targets, the Managing Director stated: 

"We have laid down targets for every airport for the main 
stations as well as for the other stations. For example, 
in the case of Airbus, the target that we have laid down 
is that the first container should touch the belt within 
seven minutes of the arrival of the aircraft. After that, 
within 20 minutes the total baggage should be - cleared. 
We are achieving, to a great extent, this situation, except 
in places where t~re is a clash of flights. If there are 
certain flights whkh th~ get together, there may be a 
little bit more time taken "'but if there is a solitary airbus 
coming to a station, this is the target we have laid down. 

Another snag that comes is that sometimes the hold doors 
do not open due to so~ fault. We have adopted a system 
where th~ people have to give a reason as to why the 
baggage did not rome in time. We are monitoring it now." 

3.18 As regards the systems introduced to improve baggage hand-
ling; the witness ,stated: 

"Very recently, We haVe introduced a new system. Actually 
this is under monitoring every time. We are-putting up 
one container separately for 'J' class. So, I think the 
passengers travelling by 'J' Class will not have a prob-
lem. But it is not that we are not concerned about the 
Economy Class passengers. I assure y-ou that we wi11 
make more mQnitoringon th~s. At Calcutta, we havE 
imorovp.-l the ~ituation. In Bombay. we had . some prob-
lem because there the conveyor is a very very small 
on~.. III Delhi, we have got a- good system right now. 
It IS only when the services combine; the pcoblem comes. 
But it happens very seldom. We want to improve this 
facility day-by-day so far as we are concerned." 
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3.19 When asked as to- whose ~sponsibility it was to handle 
baggage at the airports, the Chairman, IAAI stated that it ,was 
the responsibility of the airlines. IAAI were responsible only for 
the proper working of conveyer belts. The baggage transfJ:!r from 
the aircraft to the conveyor belt was the responsibility of the 
Indian Airli~. IAAI provided only the conveyor belts and ftight 
indication boards over them. It was the Airlines' job to place the 
right baggage on the right conveyor. 

3.20 As regards overall coordination with respect to baggage 
handling, ~livery and other facilities, the Chairman, lAAI stated 
during ev:dence: 

"This system is not good. If you see the international prac-
tice, you will find that the' ground handling work is 
done by the airport authority. Here thle work is done 
by the Airlines themselves. They cannot blame us." 

The witness added: 

"We suggest that ground-handling should be left completely 
to the airport authorities. At Heathrow Airport, the 
airport authority is monitoring minute by minute bag-
gage delivery. If it is delayed by one minute, the person 
concerned is accountable. So, my suggestion is that the 
functioni'fllt of ,g'round handling equiprnhnts should be 
given to one authority. I am -prepared to take it. It 
is there in Heathrow Airport. Frankfurt Airport and 
Paris Airport. If a baggage does not come. you catch 
hold of the airport authurity. Secondly, coordination at 
the government level needs to be looked in'o. Each 
baggage which is com:np.: at the airport is pre-examined 
for x-ray. In my professional view, this is not the right 
system. We fire getting a ba-:'l name for it. Internatio-
nallv it is he'nq talkf>d flbout that baggage is being de-
laved. The svstem of x-rav was installed with R pur-
pose to find ouf weapons. Then there is a question of 
national security. I sugqest that there should be a sam-
ple check instead of haviqg each bagg'lt;rp being put 
throu:gh the x-ray... Everybody has to wait for one and 
a half hours. This is a major constraint 'today in the 
Indira Gandhi hlernational Airport. If this hurdle could 
be removed, it will ~eatlv improve the entire image of 
the airport as also be of great relief to the passengers." 
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.3.21 During oral evidence of the representatives of the Ministry 
.of Civil A:viation, the Commit~ enquired whether all ground-hand-
ling jobs could be entrusted to lAAI at the international airports 
so that there might be a single answerable agency, the ~tary 
.of the Ministry stated: 

"You should have an effectivb body. I do not think that this 
suggestion is workable at all, that IAAI can take over 
everything right from the aeroplane, ticket and handling 
of the bagga~ and so on. -It is not possible. Indian Alir-
lines would be equally interested in the passengers who 
pay them. They are actually their valtkd. customers. 
Their responsibility is to get the baggage and put it on 
the conveyor belt." 

3.22 The Committee pointed out that generally there was mis-
handling and consequent damage to the baggage at the airports. 

"The extent and percentage of dam.'age to 'Jaggage in India was much 
more when compared with airports abroad. The Committee then 
enquired as to what systems were intended to be evolved to handle 
'more carefully the delicate baggage, the witness stated: 

"Here the correctiv¢ step would be better training of the 
loaders and other people who work and handle the bag-
gage. We have taken some steps of creating baggage 
cells at the international airports. The mishandled bag-
gage or for that purpose separate baggage cells have been 
created at the four base stations. This has proved quite 
helpful in the se~ there is a set of people whose duty 
Is to trace the luggage and follow it. Earlier there used 
to be lot of complaints but lately complaints have be-
come somewhat less ... Regarding handling of luggage, 
we have taken note of observations and we will take cor-
rective steps." 

E. Conveyor Belts 
3.23 The number of Conveyor belts available in the arrival han 

'Of the four international airports is as under: 
Rombay 4.irport 

Calcutta Airport 

IGI Airport 

'Madras Airport 

Terminal-I 
(Domestic) 
4 (Nos.) 

Domestic 
3 Nos. 

Terminal-I 
(Dom.,.tic) 
4 Nos. 

Terminal-I 
l Domestic) 
4 Nos. 

Terminal-II 
(International) 
8 Nos. 

International 
2 Nos. 

ferminal-II 
(International) 
6 Nos. 

fnternational 
2 No •. 
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3.24 When enquired whether the above mentioned number of 
conveyor belts was adequate to cope with the handling of' 
luggage, the IAAI, stated in a written note as under:-

"Conveyor belts are adequate in Terminal-II, Bombay; Termi-
nal-I & II at Delhi Airport and Terminal-I & II at Madras 
Airport. There is some problem at Calcutta (Domestic) 
and Terminal-I Bombay during peak periods. These 
problems will be removed after Bombay Airport Terminal-
I is extended. Similarly the problem at Calcutta Airport 
will be removed once the New International Terminal 
Building is available and the entire present building is 
utilised for domestic operations." 

3.25 In this connection, the Chairman, lAAI stated in oral 
evidence: 

"We are not very much satisfied with the conveyor belts. We 
are making further improvements. We are monitoring 
the breakdown on every conveyor belt and we hope to' 
improve upon them." 

3.26 When asked whether IAAI were thinking of increasing the-
number of good quality conveyor belts at the International Airports, 
a representative of IAAI then stated:-

"We do have plans to instal more conveyor belts. In this 
regard, we have carried out a survey. In Bombay Air-· 
port (domestic) we have increased the number from two 
to four; in the International Airport in Bombay we have-
increased the conveyor belts from two to eight, at Indira 
Gandhi Terminal for domestic purposes, the number is 
increased from two to four and for international purposes 
it has gone to six from three. At Madras Airport, the' 
number at domestic terminal has gone up from two to' 
four and at international terminal it has increased to two 
from one. At Calcutta Airport in the domestic terminal' 
the number has gone up to three from twa. We already 
have same plans to extend the terminal at Bombay Air-
bus Terminal. For Calcutta, a new terminal has been-
planned already." 
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3.27 When asked whether the existing number of conveyor belts 
would be sufficient to cope with the expected increase in number of 
flights and passengers by 1990, the Chairman, IAAI, stated:-

"We do keep these projections in mind. Now we have 
r· almost doubled the capacity of the conveyor belts in 

every airport. A new terminal building means new con· 
veyor belts and more facilities. We will be able to handle 
the traffic for the next coming ten years. The growth rate 
of traffic in Bombay is 6 per cent. In Delhi it is 11 per 
cent. There is s·ome decrease in Madras as regards in-
ternational traffic. There is some increase in the Calcutta 
Airport. We plan according to the growth and where-
ever there is greater need for more conveyor belts, we 
instal them there." 

3.28 In this connection, the Chairman, National Airports 
Authority stated: 

" ...... We are trying to make all.out efforts to provide con· 
veyor belts at least at the 120-type passenger handling 
capacity airfields. They come under category A & B. 
Our endeavour is to see that we must complete as fast 
as we can. 

A & B categories will have the baggage conveyor belts 
facility by the end of the Seventh Plan." 

F. Trolley Service 

3.29 Porterage system was introduced at the international air· 
ports in 1972 at the time of constitution of the International Air-
ports Authority of India. Different agencies like contractors, Co-
operative Societies and ex-servicemen organisatjon were tried to 
provide porterage service at International Airports but all of them 
failed to provide satisfactory service to the passengers. Because of 
numerous constraints, the IAAI has done away with the porterage 
system and provided self-help free trolleys for use by passengers. 

3.30 During evidence of representatives of IAAI, the Committee 
pointed out that the trolley service at the international airports was 
not upto the mark and the trolleys were neither utilitarian nor had 
any aesthetic appeal. The Chairman, IAAI then explained: 

"The wheel of the trolley is the most important thing. With 
good wheels, a trolley can be pushed smoothly. Un-
fortunately, that kind of a whee] is not manufactured 
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here and we have to import them. Some of the new 
trolleys in the International Tenninal are fitted with 
these imported components and they are doing quite 
well." 

3.31 When asked about the passengers' reaction about the avail-
ability of trolleys, the witness stated: 

"In Delhi 47.S per cent passengers feel that the availability of 
trolleys is very good. 46.2 per cent feel that the avail-
ability is satisfactory. Only 6 per cent stated that it is 
poor. 22.3 per cent stated that the working condition of 
the trolleys is poor. In other words, if we consider the 
dissatisfaction area, we can infer that the working condi-
tions require to be improved." 

3.32 When pointed out that almost one-fourth rof the passengers 
had offered adverse comments about the working condition of the 
trolleys, the witness admitted: 

"This is an area where perceptible information is available 
on dissatisfaction. Previously there used to be a lot of 
complaints about the non-availability of trolleys. Fortu-
nately, that has gone down now. After our concerted 
efforts, the availability now is more. But I do agree that 
the maintenance and the condition of the trolleys still is 
to be improved." 

3.33 On an enquiry if baggage trolleys in sufficient numbers 
would be provided at all the airports by the end of the Seventh 
Plan, the Chairman, NAA, stated: 

"By the end of Seventh Five Year Plan, we can provide this 
facility to A & B categories (airfields where airbus and 
737 aircrafts operate). We will have to see as' to how 
best the traffic develops ... I will not provide it in in-
sufficient numbers. There are 86 airfields. I will have 
to take into account that fact also. We will have to give 
priorities to the heavily viSited airfields by passengers 
where airbus type of aircraft and 737 are operating. 
After that, certainly We can go into other sectors also." 

,3.34 In the post evidence replies received from National Airport 
Authority, the Committee have been informed that it has been 
decided as a matter of policy to provide the trolley facility at the 
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domestic airports in a phased manner. Already trolleys have ben 
introduced in Trivandrum. In other stations trolleJII have been 
supplied and are expected to be put into use shortly. 

G. Security at Airports 

3.35 It has been stated by the Indian Airlines that the security 
of the airport is under the State Administration. However, Indian 
Airlines has its own offices, Engineering Workshops etc. located at 
various airports at major stations. Indian Airlines has its own 
security set up at Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi; Madras, Hyderabad and 
Bangalore and various security measures are being followed to 
ensure safety of its premises, aircraft and passengers. 

3.36 Enforcement of security measures at the International Air-
ports has been entrusted to the State Police of the respective States! 
Union Territories where these airports are located. It covers both 
the security of the perimeter as also the enforcement of Anti-
hijacking measures at these airports. Whereas the expenditure on 
account of perimeter security is met by IAAI, that on anti-
hijacking is met by the Central Government in the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation. 

3.37 The security arrangements at the international airports are 
reviewed by the Airport Security Committee headed by General 
Managers of the Airport. Representative of the Airlines' Operators, 
Security Authorities and Government Agencies operating at the 
Airport are represented on the Committee. At the centre, the 
Civil Aviation Security is reviewed by the Civil Aviation Security 
Committee presided over by the Secretary, Mi.pjstry of Civil Avia-
tion and comprises representatives from Director General Civil 
Aviation, IAAI, Ministry of Home Affairs, lntellgence Bureau, 
Ministry of Defence, etc. 

3.38 When asked about the extent of responsibility of Indian 
Airlines in maintaining security at the airports, the Deputy Manag-
ing Director, lA, stated during evidence:-

"'1'he main point is, the security in di1!erent States is the 
responsibility of the State Governments. At the main 
International airports, the security is in the hands of the 
security organisation. Actually, the total control is with, 
or the man responsible for it, a Director in the CIvil 
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Aviation Ministry ... Our security adds to one of -the 
Secutity Wings or the Police. We have actually discussed 
at the Ministry level about the security _ aspect and 
everything else. When there are any lapses on the part of 
the Indian Airlines-we do get all the advice from the 
experts-we try to rectify them." 

3.39 The Committee desired to know the particular Ministry in 
the Central Government which was controlling the security of the 
airports and whether Central Government had any proposal under 
consideration to create its own security force for handling the 
security matters at the airports. The Secretary, Ministry of Civil 
Aviation stated during evidence: 

"It is under Civil Aviation. In pursuance of the recommen-
dations to deal with hijacking Pandey Committee was set 
up by the Government. In pursuance of that Civil Avia-
tion Security came up as an organisatioL.. So, the nodal 
responsibility of security at the Airport against anti-
hijacking, against sabotage, against incidents which occur-
red at Karachi-all these are the responsibility of the 
Civil Aviation Security, though the staff for it is provid-
ed at Delhi by the Delhi Police, at Bombay by Bombay 
police, beeause we do not want to create another Force. 
That question also we had examined and a Committee 
went into it and it was thought that it would be much 
more cost effective to have people on specific duty paid 
for by us rather than ourselves creating an organisation." 

3.40 When pointed out that at every airport the Airport Manager 
felt helpless with the police who were looking after the security 
problems, the witness stated: 

"Security at the airport is the responsibility of local police. 
We pay for those people." 

3.41 As regards amenability of the security police to the discip-
line and control of the Director of Civil Aviation Security who is 
under the control of Ministry of Civil Aviation, the Secretary of 
tlle .. Ministry stated: 

"About this the guidelines are issued bytbe Director of Civil 
Aviation Securlty, but to be frank, the day-to-day ad-
ministrative control is not on them." 
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3.42 When asked about the role of Airport Authorities in· the 
security arrangements at the' airports, the witness stated: 

"They have nothing. We have a Director of Civil Aviation 
to play a nodal role." 

3.43 De Committee are informed that the computerised reservation 
systeIp.in Indian Airlines with CRT facilities (Cathode Ray Tube) 
was launched in ~arch, 1985 covering initially six major stations. 
It has now been extended to 16 stations in India and 4 stations abroad. 
Majority of the stations covered are linked up at present with a sys-
tem on slow speed TTY circuits. The Indian Airlines is also reported 
to have planned to provide 17 more stations/locations with CRT facio 
lities by the end of 1987-88 depending upon the availabiliy of circuits 
from P&T Department. The Committee would desire that with a 
view to providing efficient service to air travellers and to reduce 
waiting time at the booking counters, the Indian Airlines should draw 
up a time bound programme to extend computer reservationfacili. 
ties at all its non-computerised stations within the shortest ppssible 
time and if feasible by the end 6f 7th Five YeaI' Plan in cooperation 
and coordination with the P&T Department in 80 far as the avana· 
bility of circuits is concerned. The Committee also desire that till 
such time the CRT facilities are provided, the Government may 
consider connecting non-computerised stations directly with the C6Dl· 
puters through the teleprinters. 

3.44 Another area of dissatisfaction of passengers is the non-avail-
ability of seats on certain routes due to the shortage of capacity on 
the aircraft. According to the Indian Airlines, overbookings between 
5 to 10 per cent are made on certain domestic routes with a view to 
ensuring optimum capacity utilisation. The over-booked passengers 
are adjusted against cancellations made by the passengers holding 
confirmed tickets. 

3.45 The Committee are informed that in the performance review 
meeting held in November, 1985, Indian Airlines were directed to 
review the booking :profile and the system of over-bookings 80 as 
to evolve a procedure whereby no passenger holding conftrn1ed book. 
ing should be denied a seat. Accordingly, the Indian Airlines is re-
ported to have evolved a system of monitoring of bookings on the 
basis of which percentage of caneellations (flight-wise and season· 
wise) on each sector is sYstematically studied and over-bookings per-
mitted only on selected fti(hts. 
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3." ~. Committee were also informed that presently seats are 
made available to passengers holdinl confirmed tickets and also 
to over-booked passengers on first-come-first servecl basis. They were 
fumther inf9~ed ~at whpever ~e at the end would be off-loaded 
even if he might be holding a confirmed ticket. In Committee's view, 
this system is defective in as much as the over-booked passeDlers 
who report earlier for the flights get preference over the passengers 
with confinnecl and re-confirmed tickets. Besides, there is every 
pouibUity of irregularities being committed under the existin&" 
system. To obviate the chances of any irregularity and to streamHne 
the procedure, the Committee recommend that the whole system 
of bookings should be rationalised thoroughly and suitable guidelines!' 
instruetions issued leaving no scope for over-booked passengers to 
have preference over passengers having confirmed tickets. The system 
devised should be fool-pronf leaving no room for discretion what-
soever. The Committee also recommend that the present system of 
ticketing should also be reviserl and the status of passengers holding 
confirmed tickets and over-hooked passengers should be clearly indio 
cated on the ticket so that, if necessary, only over-booked passengers 
would he oR-loaded. 

3.47 Another problem faced by air passengers is the shortage of 
aireraft capacity. Whereas most of the flights have waiting lists, it 
is not possible for the Airlines with its existing fleet to provide scats 
to all the intending passengers. In this connection, the Indian Air-
lines also admitted in evidence that "there has always been constant 
capacity constraint and keeping in view the inconvenience caused 
to the passenge11l on that account, Indian Airlines has been trying t. 
meet the requirement of travelling public by increasing the span of 
operation and utilisation of existing aircraft." 

3.48 From the informatinn furnished, the Committee have found 
that Indian Airlines had achieved a traffic demand growth rate of 
ILl per cent during the last decade i.e. from 1973-74 to 1983-84. There 
was, however, a dip in the growth rate in the succeeding years to 
11.4 per cent in 1984-85 and 9.9 per cent in 1985-86. The Tata Com-
mittee constituted to look illto the development of Civil Aviation at 
the tum of the century,has also recommended a trafIk growth rate 
nf 11.5 per cent per. year upto the year %000-2001. Tata Committee 
has also stipulated that to meet tile increased demand in traffic 
growth rate, Indian Airlines would need an investment of Rs. 9000 
crores as envisaged In their 15' years' perspective plan and they 
would also have a fleet of 193 lIircrafts in the year 2000. But according-
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to lDdian Airlia., cODSideriDg the conservative growth nte of 
1D.l per cent, its fteet would COD5ist of 155 aircraft by the year zoee 
_d for this purpose they would require an iavestment to the tune 
of Rs. 7080 crores. However, the P1annUta' CommisIion is reported 
to have restricted the growth rate to 8 per cent per year on aceount 
of coutraiDt .f foreign exchange resources. Surprisingly, duriDg the 
Seventh Plan, as against the projected demand of Re. 2470 c:rores, 
the Planning Commission has alloeated only Rs. 730 crores to the 
aviation sedor and the whole amount of Rs. 730 crores was spent 
in just two yellJ1s as was eonfirmed in evidence by Civil Aviation 
Secretary. Despite these heavy odds, the Indian Airlines is reported 
to be inducting 19 A320 aircraft by the end of Seventh Plan. Keeping 
ia view the increasing traffic growth rate and ever increasing de-
mand of seats by air passengen, the Committee feel that the alloca-
tion made available by the Planning Commission appears to be very 
much on the low side. Therefore, the Committee suggest that the 
Ministry should take up the matter again with the Planning Com-
mission and arrange to get more funds allocated, commensurate with 
the need of this core sector. 

3.49 Baggage handling at the airPorts is another grey area which 
caUs for improvement. According to IAAI, they are responsible only 
for the proper working of conveyor belts and baggage transfer from 
the aircraft to conveyor belt is the responsibility of Indian Airlines. 
According to Indian Airlines, where the conveyor belt facilities are 
not available, the entire activity is handled manually from unload-
ing to hauling baggage to airport tenninal and delivering the same 
to passengers. 

3.50 The Committee are informed that on major base stations, 
the Indian Airlines is reported to have achieved an average record 
of ZO minutes for completing baggage delivery for all flights" and 
this position can be further improved by providing more conveyor 
belts by IAAIIDGCA. In order to ensure quick delivery of baggage 
and to avoid clustering of passengers around the conveyor belts, the 
Committee desire that baggage should be dispersed on more than one 
conveyor belt and for this purpOSe the IAAl/NAA shollld consider 
the feasibility of provi4ing more belts at airports. As the bunching 
of the ~ights also ultimately results in the delay in the delivery 
of baggage, the Committee' desire that the Airlines authorities sbould 
take elledlve measures in spacing out flights landing so as to help 
the airport authorities to handle baggage of passengers more efll-
eieat1:r. The COJlUJli~e alSC! desire that with a view to speed up' dear-
&Dee of passen(fJl'S at Indira Gandhi International Airport, the airport 
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authorities should consider ways and means to have sample screen-
ing of tbe baggage instead of 'X-raying' every suitcase before it is 
placed on the conveyor belt. Considera~ time can be reduced if 
sCl'eenmg of baggage is dODe expeditiously. Since tile loaders take 
a long time in uplifting bagllage from the aircraft to the conveyor 
belt and the drivers also work at snail's pace, it all resuits in consi· 
derable delay. The Committee, therefore need hardly emphasise that 
necessary steps should be taken to ensure that the baggage is placed 
On the conveyor belts in the Illjnim~ possible time so that the pas-
/lengers are spared of any inconvenience. 

35.1 It has been suggested to the Committee that in order to obviate 
delay and to make one agency accountable for delivery of luggage in 
time, the job of handling the luggage at the airports should be entrus-
ted to the concerned Airport Authority as is the practice followed in 
some of the European countrie~. The Committee feel that there is 
some weight in the suggestion and desire that the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation should examine the suggestion in all its ramifications witb 
a view to seeking as to what extent it can be implemented. 

3.52 The common complaint made by the air travellers is that the 
baggage is mishandled and damaged by the loaders at thl' airports. In 
this connection, the Secretary of the Ministry of Civil Aviation also 
agreed during evidence that "bere the corrective steps would be better 
training of loaders and other people who work and handle the bag· 
gage". The Committee, therefore, recommend that to get over the 
problem of mis-handling the bag~age and to obviate the chances of 
any complaint, the Government/Indian Airlines should make neces-
sary anangements to train the loaders to handle the baggage more 
earefully especially tbose itl"ms whieh need special care and delicate 
handling. The Committee also recommend that some senior function-
ary of the Indian Airlines sholtld oversee the baggage handling opera-
tions to ensure safe handlin~ by loaders etc. 

3.53 The Committee note that the International Airperts Authority 
had tried various ageneieo; in tbe past to provide better !IOrierage 
semee to the passengel'S within the terminal buildings of the inter-
national airports. Sinee all those ageneies failed to produce the desir-
ed results, the JAAJ aooli.o;hf'd the porte~e system and instead 
introduced self 1Ielo free trolley semee for the convenienee of the 
passengers. But the Committ~ have observed fliat tbese' t,.G)'eys 
are not utilitarian because their working is not satisfactory .in t1J'i~ 
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connectioD, the ChaiJ:man, L\AI stated dwiDg evidence that in a suz-
vey cnried out at Delhi ail'port only 46.2 per cent of the passengers 
expressed the view that.the availability of trolleys was satisfactorily 
and .22.3 per cent of the passengers had commented that the werking 
condition of the.trolleys was poor. He admi~ted "This is an area where 
perceptible information is available on dissatisfaction .. _.But I do 
agree that the maintenance and the condition of the trolleys still 
is to be improved." The Committee, therefore, recommend that IAAI 
should take stock of the situation at the international airports and 
make sufficient number of trolleys of good quality and easy to handle 
available to passengers. They need hardly mention that adequate 
arrangement should also be made to maintain these trolleys in proper 
working condition. The Committee also desire that the Government! 
Airport Authority should also consider the feasibility of providing 
free porterage service inside the terminal bUildings to handicapped, 
old people, children and women. 

3.54 As regards other airports, the Chairman, National Airports 
Authority informed the Committee that by the end of the Seventh 
Plan all airports served by Airbus and Boeing Services would be 
provided with this facility. The Committee hope that the National 
Airports Authority would fulfil its commitment within the time 
bound programme. 

3.55 The Committee find that at preseDt ~ security of the airport 
is the responsibility of the concerned State Government. The person-
Del of the security force are drawn from the State Police of respec-
tive State GOvernmeDtlUDion Territory to look after the security of 
the airport. These personnel, though formally working under the 
Director, Civil Aviation Security, are governed by the rules of the 
respective State Government from which they< are drawn. They do 
Dot directly come under the discipline aDd control of any of the agen-
cies operating at the air'ports. 

3.56 During evidence, the Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation 
informed the Committee that nodal responsibility of security at the 
airport against aDti-hijacking, sabotage etc. is that of the Civil Avia-
tion Security. though the staff for it, is provided by the concerned 
State Government police. He added "we do not want to create an-
other Force ...... it would be much more cost effective to have people 
on S1)ecifie duty paid for by us rather than ourselves ereatin2' an 
ol'glluisation." But the Committee are of the view that since the seeU-
ritv of Airports is as important as t'he security of "irrTaft. th .. seeu-
rlty force at the airports should work under the diseinline and control 



of some Central agtncy entnlsted with the responsibility of the secu-
rity of the airports. The security force at the airports should be 
answerable to this agency rather than to the respective State Govern-
DleDt. The Committee, therefore, recommend that the Govenunent 
should consider the feasibility of constituting a separate security force 
011 the lines of CRPF which should be answerable to and directly 
controlled by the Central Authority like the Director, Civil Avia-
tion Security or the concerned Airport Authority as under the present 
arrangement DGCA etc. cannot enforce their writ through the Ioeal 
police. 



CHAPTER IV 

AIRPORT FACn..ITIES 

4.1 According to Indian Airlines, the difficulties generally faced 
by the passenmers at most of the airports are shortage of seating 
accommodation, shortage of space for checking-in of passengers and 
baggage delivery, restaurant and other operational r,equirements. At 
base stations there are inadequate number of security gates and 
limited sterile area causing inconvenienc to passengers, particularly 
when some flights are delayed due to fog or bad weath,er. The pro-
vision of airport facilities is receiving attention of International Air-
ports Authority of India and National Airports Authority. 

4.2 When ~nquired about the steps taken to expand the existing 
airport facilities to provide adequate facilities to the passengers, 
lAAI in their written reply has stated that thje following imprl"lve-
ments have been made I proposed to be made at Delhi, Bombay, Cal-
cutta and Madras airports: 

PhYSical Improvements in Building etc. 

1. A new building has been put up at Bombay and Delhi Airports 
(New International Building at Delhi & Bombay Airports). 

2. A new domestic terminal at Madras airport. 

3. Planned expansion of Bombay Domestic Terminal. 

4. New International Terminal at Madras planned. 

5. New International Terminal at Calcutta airport planned. 

6. Future plans for new Domjestic Terminal at Delhi Airport. 

7. Future plans fOr new International Terminal Delhi. 

8. New Phase-III of International Terminal at Bombay Airport. 
9. Augmentation of car parking facilities.-

QualitatiJv~ Changes 

1. Abolition of porterage system. 

2. Introduction of self-help baggage trolleys. 

39 
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3. Shuttle service between two ~rminals at Bombay and Indira 
Gandhi International (IG~) airports. 

4. Establishment of Polit:eStations in the airport premises. 

5. Introduction of pre--peid taxi system at Bombay and IGI Air-
ports. ! 

6. Car rental service at Bomay Airport. 

7. Establishment of Medical units. 

8. Establishment of Duty Free Shops in Arrival Hans. 

9. Introductj.on of free telepho~ facility at the Transit Lounges 
at Bombay and IGI Airport. 

10. Introduction of Railway Reservation Counters. 

11. Introduction of Airport Hostesses and Facilitation wing of lAAI. 

12. Introduction of toilets for the handicapped at 1<;;1 and Madras 
Airports. 

13. Introduction of Child Care Room' at IGl and Calcutta Airports. 

14. Introduction of flight information counter at IGI Airport to be 
follwed at other airports. 

15. Provision of dormitories at Calcutta Airport @ Rs. 101- per 
passenger. 

16. Introduction of Airport Art Gallery at Calcutta Airport. 

17. Introduction of a small lobby for ladies and infants at Cal-
cutta Airport. 

Under consideration 

1. Executive Lounges 

2. Fly Bus Sjervice 

3. Tunnel between Terminal-I and Terminal-n at Bombay. 
4. Magnetic Levitation System at Bombay. 
5. Improved Chairs. 
6. New Hotels. 
7. Golf Course. 

8. EnvirOlUJl!ental improvements 
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4.3 The National Airports Authority has also informed in a writ-
ten note"that with the increased demand for the floor area required 
to meet th¢ urgent additional needs of the security, anti-hijacking 
and steps against unlawful interference with aircraft operations, the 
provision of paSsE,.~ger amenities and, more particularly, the con-
struction of adequate passenger terminals has become cost intensive. 
Th¢ Planning Commission has directed a much reduced financial 
outlay and toning down in the field of civil aviation, which makes 
it extremely difficult to carry out development work commensu-
rate with the requirements of the passenger handling. It is proposed 
to provide at all domestic airports better and more adequate facili-
ties to the passengers by way of improvrments in baggage handling 
systems, provision of baggage trolleys, provision of water coolers, 
better lighting, better car parking facilit~s for the passengers and 
the public, more adequate aprons with proper lighting for passen-
gers handling at night and special re5f'!rved lounges for VIP passen-
gers, like Ministers, MPs and high dignitaries of other countries, 
Public address systems etc. 

4.4 In order to n'!move congestion and other difficulties experien-
ced by passengers at different airports, NAA has stated: 

"Due to gross inadequacy of the financial resources, it is ex- . 
t~mely difficult to draw up elaborate and long term pro-
grammes for providing adequate infrastructure facilities 
at different airports to remove congestion and other simi-
lar difficulties experienced by the passengers at the do-
nestic airports. However, a step in this direction has 
already been taken by initiating a study of each station 
to assess ~ inadequacies and to draw plans to overcome 
the deficiencies discovered. This study is likely to take 
6-8 months and once the study is completed, firm plans 
will be drawn up and moderated according to the avail-
ability of the fund resources, However, a phased deve-
lopment programme would be followed to bring more 
urgent improvements at aU airports instead of concentra-
ting on the total development of each station in a single 
phase." 

4.5 The Committee enquired as to what facilities are provided 
by the National Airports AuthOrity at the airports. In reply, the 
Chairman, National Airports Authority stated in evidencie: 

"The National Airports Authority h~ been started in June, 
1986. We have taken a number of steps and identified 
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the areas where we need immediate development. In a 
number of domestic air-fields, terminal- buildings are/be-
ing modified to cater to these specific requirements. Once 
a passenger enters into the airport, he goes to the Indian 
Airlines Checking Centre. He should have sufficient space 
to move around. We do provide certain facilities like 
restaurant etc. We have given counters to the post-
offices and banks. We have given some counters to ti¥! 
shop-owners. These are the basic things which a passen-
ger would like to have." -

The witness added:-

" ...... The N AA provides the area for movement of passen-
gers; it provides a~a for various counters for Indian Air-
lines; it also provides baggage handling facilities such as 
conveyor belts and sO on." 

4.6 The Committee pointed out that even the basic facilities like 
,drinking water, adequate seating accommodation, fans, toilets etc. 
were not available in the security area at certain airports, especially 
in the Northern and Eastern Sectors of the country. When asked 
as to what steps are being taken to provide the basic facilities to 
the passengers, the Secretary. Ministry of Civil Aviation then stated: 

"We are working on every scheme of things. In Delhi when 
the new departure lounge starts, there We have designed 
a system whereby he (passenger) takes his boarding pass 
and identifies his luggage and then he goes to the security 
hold area. With the result subsequent identification will 
hie done away with. There will be some convenience 
provided if some flights get cancelled. We are going to 
provide at all the intemational airports auto vending 
machines for coffee, tea, ice-cream. You just push the 
huttcn and you get it. Today lot of people are complain-
ing that once they go in, they cannot come out .... The 
other items where we are paying attention is to provide 
air-conditioning or air-cooling facilities, proper drinking 
water and better seats. We do not want OUr passengers 
to hang over for hours together. Now ~ toilets, what 
we feel is that the only way to do it is perhaps to have 
8 contract system. We are now introducing it wherever 
possible. At Indira Gandhi Airport we have done it. 
There also, partly it is the responsibility of the people who 



USe them but more than that is the responsibility ·df' pe0-
ple who have to be th,ere. That is a grey area. and I am 
personally not satisfiedbecausewhiche~r 'airport I go 
to, I go 'to the toilet to see how it is being'maJn~. We 
have told that for all cleanliness, 'toilet 'arrangements and 

'other things, let us have houSjekeeper tyPe' of officers, pre-
:ferably senior ladies, whose responsibility is only 
'to keep these facilities which are very vital, in as best 
condition as possibly we can." 

4/7 As regards poor maintenance and lack dfproper cleanliness 
attbe Indira 'Gilndhi International Airport, t~ witness inter Yllicl 
ctated:-

" ... , .. Weare 'not stiR satisfied in the manner in whiCh the 
International Airport is kept. I would submit that none 
of the Air-conditioning or conveyor belt $Y6tem 'or the 
other electronic systems are going awry. There. are cer-
tain weaknesses. Our services are lWtsatisfactory. I 
feel there is sCQpe for improvement further. For this, 
we have a system of surprise· check. I myself ·had carried 
out last year two to three surprise . checks. The Minister 
also carried out surprise checks. The Chairman also 
carried out surpriSe checks. Our effort is to make these 
Airports a show-piece to the extent possible within the 
available resources and within the constraint of funds i.e. 
wha~ver we have. But, I would 'saY,there is a plenty of 
scope for improvement." , 

4.8 When enquired if ,cleanliness at other airports would also be 
given to contra<;tors, as had been done at the Indira .Gandhi Inter-
national Airport at Delhi, the witness stated:-

"At .all the important airports, we should introdUCe this sys-
tem. Otherwise, you have any number of workers, yOU 
will not be able to' .maintain standards unless there is 
accountability. The second stage is substantial augmenta-
tion of facilities at the national airports in ~ping with 
the requir.ement of the growth of traffic. We ·will have to 
determine and categorise the airports and work out the 
funds. Even that exercise has not been dene in the man-
ner it should he done." 



The witness added: 

"I would say that cleanliness, upkeep and maintenance leave 
much to be d~. DGCA was there which had some 
regulatory functions. It was burdened with the main-
tenance work. Some of the things like upkeep of the 
toilets, general upkeep, cleanliness, these are things which 
leave much to be desired. The other facilities obviously 
we are not able to provide because of constraint -of ~ 
sources. We are gradually building up this organ\sation 
of National Airports Authority. Within next three or four 
months it will be an organisation competenfenough to take 
care of the things. In the caSe of upkeep of the airport, I 
agree that there is a looseness at that point which we must 
attend to." 

4.9 When enquired about the gap between ~ amenities provided 
at the international airports in India and abroad, tbe witness stated: 

"Bombay and Delhi have got the equipment and wherewithal 
which we can treat -as equivalent to international stand-
ards. But even in those places, I would think that there 
are 3 or 4 weak spats or gaps which need to be given spe-
cial attention, and filled up· First is the upkeep or main-
tenance. There is a gap; what it could be and what it 
should be in respect e.g. of toilet and general upkeep of 
the building. The second gap even in these two interna-
tional airports, is in respect of passenger baggage deliver-
ies. May be we have some systems which we can im-
prove. whereby the- baggage delivery systems could be 
quicker. We have got the best conveyors in Delhi, but 
We have introduced a system under which each baggage 
coming from outside must be X-rayed before it comes to 
the conveyor. This is tbere only in Delhi. We put the 
best conveyor. But there is a problem when the baggage 
comes; in the tT'olleys. each item of baggage bas to be 
physically lifted and put on the Idler. There is one man 
available. Then that Idler passes through the screen. 
The basic ide'l is se-=urity. The policy is that arms ani 
ammunitions are not brought in. It has to be done. ~e 
is a difference between the speed of the Idler and the 
conveyor. The latter is very fast. So, much time is wast-
ed. From Idler, we have to put the baggage on the fast-
moving conveyor belt. We are making some suggestions, 
viz. that we should free Air India items from this policy 
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Of X-raying. In respect of others, we may have a random 
check. W~ are going to the Committee of Secretaries on 
this matter. Otherwise, even after providing the best 
of facilities and equipment, we are still blamed that the 
actual time taken is more. Here, there is scope for im-
provement. The thil:d measure is navigation and com-
munication facilities at these two airports. In Madras we 
are going to build up an' over-bridge at the very old inter-
natiOJlaI airport terminus building. The work has already 
started. I think there we will put up best facilities. Ear-
lier we were having domestic terminal at Calcutta. Now 
we havp. decided that the Risting . international airport 
should be con~ into domestic airport and let US put 
up a veTv model international terminus at Calcutta also. 
So. with the coming up of these terminuses, this thing 
will be achieved." , 

4.10 The Committee desired to know the time-frame within whicn 
NAA would be able to provide at least the minimum facilitil!S at 
all the domestic airports. In reply, the Chairman, NAA stated: 

"We haVe already planned for making the facilities within the 
next two or three years exce~t major construction of 
buildings for additional accommodation which is a more 
time-consuming and costly affair. We will positively pro-
vide for water cOO~1"S and toilets. We have already start-
ed our programme on this ...... Where the existing faci-
lities are inadequate, we are trying our ~l best to im-
prove them." . ! 

4.11 When asked about the facilities made aV8l'Tab1e to the Posen-
lers in the case of delayed or missed connecting flights, the Com-
mercial Director, Indian Airlines stated: . 

"In the case of missed connecting flights and late flights, rules 
are laid down that in such cases the passengers are to be 
given the maximum comfortS:-hotel acco:nmodation, food, 
transport and also transportation either by the first avail-
able flight or by other modes of transport." 

4.12 When enquired why these rules have not been made pUblic 
for the benefit of the passengers, a representative of Indian Airlines 
then stated that "These are internal instructions to the staff. how 
they have to proceed in such situations." 
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A.l3 .Asked as to how .the passengers would .know that they were 
.entitled to suah facilities, unless these .instructions were made pub-
lic, the Managing Director l"eplied:-

"These are not lATA rules. We aJi'e.an lATA member. That 
is one thing which is very important. Over and above 
the lATA .rules, these are administrative .rules which 
we have for ourselves. The non-lATA rules cannot be 
displayed. The reasons are V8l'y simple. We will be 
quoted in other countries. This is for our own passen-
gers' comfort that 'we do .... " 

4.14 When asked if there was any provision in the lATA rules 
that if a connecting flight was missed, the passenger must be given 
lIDoommodation, the Managing Director stated: 

"Yes. We will reiterate our rules to our Station Managers. 
We will do that immediately. Whatever lATA TIlles are 
there, we will have them displayed. But we cannot dis-
,play our internal rules." 

4.15 The Committee enquired if the minimum r.eqllirement of 
prOviding cold drinking water at all the .airports will be met before 
the onset of coming summer, the Secretary of the Ministry inform-
ed the Committee as under: 

"I will take it as a challenge and I assure you that I will 
.personally see to it that this is' done." . 

4.16 Subsequently, the Committee were informed by the Na-
tional Airports Authority that water coolers were' planned to be 
.prmlided ·in the ,departure security hold area, arrival hall and de-
parture. concourse by 31-12-1987. 

When pointed out about the absence of fans in the waiting loun-
ges and the security hold areas, the Seceretary of the Ministry 
ltated: 

"Though these are provided, there may not be adequate ~um
bero! fans. I will assure you that we will take care of 

this aspect also. But sometimes it may also happen in 
a wayside airport. supply of electricity maybe erratic." 
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4:17 Regarding provision of coffee vending machines in security 
hold areas (domestic side) at International airports, the M'mistry 
stated' it!. a note after the evidence: 

"The international Airports Authority of India has decided to 
instal automatic coffee vending machine for the benefit of 
passengers inside the Security Hold Areas (Domestic side) 
at all the four International Airports at Bombay, Calcutta, 
Delhi and Madras. The licensee will instal the coffee 
Vending Machines in the space allotted by IAAI. 

The General Managers of the airports have been adVised to 
allocate necessary space for the purpose. 

At. Bombay and Madras Airports, permissio~ has been grant-
ed by: IAAI to an agency toO instal Coffee Vending Machine 
inside the Security Hold Area (Domestic side) for a per-
iod of six months on experimental basis." 

Other Facilities 

4.18 The Committee pointed out that because of insufficient num-
ber. of chec.kr-in.oounters there were loOng queues at the airports. In 
this conneotion, the Chairman, IAAI stated during evidence:-

" ... I agree with yoOU that the Air).ines should operate suffi-
cient. counters. If you have 16 counters, they are using 
four, five, six or ten but not all the 16 counters. Different 

. flights are at different times. If you go to any Airport 
anywhere, Frankfurt or other places there is free check-
ing,anywhere at any counter. In that case there cannot 
be any risk., We have made this suggestion .0. the Air-
lines. They JiSY that they will try it." 

(ii)' Insufficient seatJ:ng' accommodation 

4iUl When pointed: out that neither the seating accommodation 
at tha' international airports was sufficient nor were the seats com-
fortable, the witness then explained:-

, 
"It is an area where it requires improvement. The provision 

of. plastic chairs and fibre glass chairs are not quite 
comfortable. These are provided outside the security 
area It is uncomfortable ...... Generally, we would 



.lJ.ke to have a little hard chall' outside, in the vis.tors axed. 
But in the transit area, UleLe wul be mort! comior..atue 
chall's. Weare going to provia.e that. Weare arrani-
ing an all India Competlt..on of the designers so that 
we can select comfortable and economic chairs with In-
dian decor. After we accept the designs. it will take 
another six to seven months to finalise these things." 

(ill) Announcements about delayed fLights 

4.20 The Committee pointed out that regular announcements were 
Poot made about the dela)'ti in departure of flights. To this, the 
Chairman, lAAI stated that on the basis of information given by the 
indian AIrlines lAAI announced the fL.&ht time and simultaneously 
the information was fed to the monitors. When asked about 
the coordination between Indian Airlines and lAAI in this regard, 
the Chairman, lAAI stated:- • 

"The airlines and our studio are located in the same building. 
So, there is no question of any time lag. It ~ks very 
embarrassing if I say again that there are some problems 
with the airlines. A!l far as our s)'titem is concerned, 
unless you feed into that, how can we announce it? I 
checked myself and found that sometimes the flight is 
late but no information is given to the passengers. I asked 
my people as to why they are not giving any information. 
They said that they were not being told by the airlines." 

(iv) lnter-Term:,nal Transport. 

4.21 The Committee observed that due to lack of proper trans-
port arrangements between the national and international terminals 
at Delhi and Bombay the passengers were fleeced. Various agencies 
operating at the airports i.e. IA. lAAI and NAA shifted their re5--
ponsibility of transporting the passengers. When enquired as to 
whose responsibility it was to transfer the passengers from one 
'terminal to the other. the Secretary. Ministry of Civil Aviation 
ltated: 

"Slr. this problem will basically arise only at two airports-
Delhi and Bombay. A!l regards the agency to look after 
this, there is absolute clarity that this is the function of 
the International Airports AuthOrity of India" 
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4.22 On being pointed out that the Chairman, IAAI had inform-
ed the Committee that it was not their responsibility, the witness 
stated: 

"I think the agency which is supposed to look after the ground 
services is obviously the ,International Airports Authority 
of India. If they have some doubt in their mind. we 
will ensure that this responsibility is theirs and not of 
anybody else. 'Neither it can be the responsibility of 
Indian Airlines nor of National Airport AuthOrity. I think 
the Chairman should not have been doub~ about hm 
responsibility in thm matter. If he is doubtful, we will 
put it very clearly. Regarding ~e adequacy of the ar-
rangement,. I think it leaves some gap to be filled." 

(v) EATS' Buses 

4.23 The Committee were informed that EATS' buses were avail-
able at Delhi and Bombay airpdr~. The Committee pointed out 
that neither the pa5sengers knew about this facility nor the places 
where EATS' buses were parked were prominently displayed. The 
witness then explained: 

"I have myself heard that announcement is being made-iD 
Delhi every half-an-hour and in Bombay every fifteen 
minutes. But I am still not satisfied with the EATS 
functioning because I feel that the International. Airports 
AuthOrity itself should provide the most modem buses and 
at a fixed rate and take care of the passengers fr'lm one 
terminal to another. We are seized of this problem. The 
facility is there today and announcement is being made 
about it. May be. it needs to be made more clearly. op-
enly and extensively which we will do. But till that 
time we are thinking of another thing. For Delhi' and 
Bombay. we are thinking that the International Air-
ports Authority may provide very modern buses from air~ 
port to the city and from city to the airport. The tald 
prepaid system has also been iDtroduced but I 'thiDk 
everybody does not want to gI:l by taxi. There should 
be the bus facility by very modem, very comfortable buies 
and at a fixed rate from the city to the terminal point 
at the airport. Thm we intend to provide IDoth at Delhi 
and Bombay and some schemes are being worked onl" . 
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~ Sub&eq).UIntty, in a note the Ministry of Civil Aviati<ln' in· 
fODDed. the Committee: -

"At Bombay, Calcutta and Indira Gandhi Intemational Air .. 
port (IGIA), Delhi, Mis. Ex-servicemen Airlink Trans-
port Services are providing busjcoach services from air 
p'ort to the city centre which also connects important 
hotels_ At Bombay and IGIA, Delhi, Mis. EATS are 
also providing coach service between the two terminals 
for- the benefit of passengers. At IGIA. Delhi, besides 
the EA'TS coaches. the Delhi Transport Corporation also 
runs buses at frequent intervals from airport terminal to 
New I:>elhi and Old Delhi Railway Stations and the 
Inter State Bus T-erminal. At Madras Airport, Mis. Pal-
Illvan Transport, a Go;'~rnment of Tamil Nadu Undertak-
ing, are providing bus services for the air passengers. 

At all the international airports, city taxi services are also 
a¥8ilitbMio fOr the -use of' passengers from one terminal to 
anetber. _ 

AtBDmbay Airport. lAM has aloo provided car rental facility. 
Similar facilities are proposed at other international air-
ports. ' 

'IlIien ill- ailo a' proposal' under consideration to provide fly 
blls; ser!Vices at the four international airports. For these. 
it is; propllHd. to inwt~ tendel'8; IAAI will grant licence 
fbr a, period of, 3' years to !lUccessful tenderers fOr pro· 
viding round the cloek airconditioned· pre"Paid luxury 
CDmlbes from airp&rt to city centre; major Hotels. etc, 
These_ coach_ will leave at a frequency of 15· minutes. 
DIaring,tha-lllBn period, the frequency may be' SO-minutes." 

.. ' 'DIe' e-mittee _ inform.,.. that main dimoalde&- faced by 
~ -,a"-", att airperG ~ shoIltat'e- 0" seating lMClOIDIIlodation, 
~., .......... dleekintr el pasaeBI"J'SJ Itaggagedelivery, res-
ta-. .... aDd a..Iequ.' •• urIIer of. seeurity. gatllS .in sterile area. 
E,. the 'alict· -ma-. m.e- drinking wat8r, and! toilets are not 
prewiW in. tile seeurit.v _ret at certain airports -especially in the 
n ........ ..., .......... sett... of, the t'ID~. It -is also, repel'ted that 
til. .... S I -Bre.' laastled- through seeamv qahs' anll, haded into 
tller ..... wiIc ....... I01lllgB ~ catering' ami- oth.~ ameni-
tiel ... Bet. ........ ·wbidl ~- eoBsidehlWe,iR .... eaiaee when 
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passengers- have to hang over for hours when, flights are deIa,ecl· 
or caooe~ due to fog· and inclement weather. In this- ~nee.tien; 
the Civil Aviation Seeretary assured the Committee in' twid_· 
that· sOBle facilities would be provided if flights are cancelled, At· 
all the internatIonal· airports· auto vending· maclhines for coffee, Ra, 
ice-cream would be provided. He also added that other items receiv-
ing attention ale aircontlitionmg or air cooling facilities, proper drink-
ing water and better seats. . 

4:26 A's regards the toilet arrangements, the eiTiI Aviation' Sec--
retary stated' in evidence that cleanliness of toilets,their' upkeep-
and maintenance at airports especially at the international airports 
leaves much to be desired: Therefore, to maintain standardS, the-
contract system for the cleanliness of toilets was being. jntrochn!ed~ 
where possible. He also admitted that "We are not- still· satisfied in· 
the manner in which international airports are kept. There are 
certain weak.n('sses and our I>ervicell are not satisfactory. THere 
is plenty of scope for improvement". He also suggested that "for' 
all cleanliness. toilet ;icraugements and other things let us ha\'e 
house keepers type of officers preferably senior ladies to keep those 
facilities which are very vital in as best condition as possffily we 
can." 

4.27. T.be· Committee regret to point out that the pre5ellt facilities 
andl baaic amenities. provid",d at the airports is far from sawfactory 
an tho, matter does not appear to have received full atte.ntioD. of 
the· Government/airport; authorities ia the spirit and manner it de-
served. 'Eke Committee. have, however, noticed that IAAI hall'· DOW. 

decided to instal auto vending machines in the sterile area at all the 
internatioaal airports. At Bombay and Madras permission is stated 
to- have been· given to. an agency to instal such machines for. six, 
ID8Dtkll on, an experimental, haN. The c.ommittee would· Like. to 
be iafbnnedot the final, outeome·of this experiment and. immediate 
exteDtllion of, tHese facilities· to Delhi and CalcuUa airports. 

4<28' la, onler to' improve the cQStomer servi£es of airJlOris, the 
Committee feel· tlmt there should be separate couRters and. staff for 
attendin« to telephone enquiries and personal enquiries from wait 
listed ~ngers and .for providing facilities to domestic transit. p'as-
seng~, Aldequate comfortable cbairs sltould al!lO be wovided in 
the· transit area for the pMSenlfers as the plastic and fibre glass 
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chairs provided at preaJeUt are not quite comfortable, The Govern-
ment/ airJlOrt authorities should also consider the feasibility of hav-
~ quite a ~ood nu.mber of check-in counters to avoid long queues 
and also to enable the passeqers to have free checks at airports 
Ill; i,s the practice followed iJl the foreign countries. 

4.29 Another aspect which needs immediate attention is the 
absence of regu.iar jUlDouncement at the public address system at 
the airports including international airports about the delay in 
departure of 1light. It is needless to point out that passeqe~ are 
not taken into confidence and informed about the delayed flights. 
This obviously is due to the lack of coordination between lAAl and 
Indian Airlines. The Committee desire that the Government should 
issue clear instrnctions to IAAl and Indian Airlines to coordinate 
in this regard in such a way that the passengers Bl'e posted with 
the latest information about the anival and departure of the flights. 

4.30 The Committee have also observed that passengers are put 
to lot of inconvenience on account of absence of proper transport 
arrangements between the domestic and international terminals at 
Delhi and Bombay. When pointed out that none of the agencies 
i.e. Indian Airlines, National Airports Authority and International 
Airports Authority of India was prepared to own the responsibility 
of transporting the passenrers from one terminal to the other, the 
Secretary Ministry of CivU Aviation categorically admitted during 
evidence that it was the responsibility of International Airports Autho-
rity to make necessary arrangements for the transportation of pas-
sengers between the two terminals and sufficient instructions in 
thls regard would be i.ssued to straighten the matter. The Committee 
hope that such instructions would be issned immediateJ,y. 

4.31 The Committee note that even though EATS' buses are 
available at Delhi and Bombay airports yet the passengers are 
neither aware of this facility nor their parking places are promi-
nently displayed. In this connection, the Civil Aviation Secretary 
also stated that "I am still not satisfied with the EATS functioning 
..... 1 feel that the International Airports Authority itself should 
provide the most modern buses at fixed rates and take care of the 
passengers from one terminal to another." The Committee, therefore, 
desire that the Ministry sbould ensure that lAAI UDdertakes its 
responsibility to provide adequate bus service to the passengers bet-
ween the two terminals at all the international airports. Arrange-
ments should also be made for plying adequate number of bases at 
regular intervals from the airport to the city and also from the eity 
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to the airports so that passengers are not put to unnece,ssary hard-
.ship. For this purpo.se, lAAl should provide very modern and com-
fortable buses at fixed rates. 

4.32 The Committee's examination of the subject has al.so revealed 
that the airlines rules provide that if a flight is delayed or a con-
necting flight missed, the passengers are entitl!,d to certain facilities 
like hotel accommodation, food, transPOrt 1Uld also transportation 
either by the first availabw flight or by other modes of transport. 
Surprisingly, the passengers for whOSe benefits these rules have been 
framed, are not aware of tilese rules as these have not been made 
public nor are being clisplayed at airports. According to Indian air-
lines these are administrative rules and are only meant for the in-
formation of their staft. In this connection, the Managing Director 
of the Indian Airlines stated in his evidence before the Committee _ 
that "ihese are not lATA rules. These are for our own passengers' 
comforts. The non-lATA rules cannot be displayed. 
We will be quoted in other airlines." The Committee are not con-
vinced of the Justification given by the airlines authority for not 
publishing the rules. On the other hand, the Committee strongly 
feel that these rules must be made public so that bona fide pasaengers 
can claim the entitled facilities as a matter of right and be not at 
the mercy of airlines staff who themselves might be unaware of these 
rules. The Committee recommend that Govemmentl Airlines authori-
ties should take immediate steps to get these rules/instructions pub-
lished and also arrange to have them displayed prominently in the 
airport building which could attract the attention of passengers. 

4.33 The Committee have also been informed that inadequacy 
of funds is proving to be an inhibiting factor in drawing a long 
term plan by NAA for providing infrastructural facilities at difterent 
airports to remove congestion. Sometimes back, the NAA is repor-
ted to have initiated a stUdy of each station to assess the inadequacies 
and to draw plans to overcome the deficiencies discovered. In this 
connection, the Civil Avi~tion Secretary also confirmed in evidence 
that '''We will have to determine and categories the airports and work 
out the funds. Even that exercise has not been done in the manner 
it should be done." While expressing their concem, the Committee 
feel that the study to identify drawbacks at each of the airports 
should have been undertaken and completed by NAA long ago. 
The Committee hope that to meet the increasing challenge of growth 
in traffic, the proposed study by the NAA would be completed of 
the earliest and funds reql.ired made available for the augmenta-
tion of facilities at the national airports. 



CHAPTER V 

UNIFIED AGENCY AT AIRPORTS 

5:1 I:A':Al has informed the Committee that too many indepen-
dent agencies like' e~toms; POlice, Health, Immigration. Airlines; 
DGCA. N:AA: and 1MI' are operating at the international airports. 
A. uniftad.. structure of command· and control of· all the· agenoies· 
operating at the airports· hae been· suggested to improve ~ 
tiOD. oontl'Ol and responsibility of the' International AiI1>erts; 

S.2. When asked about comments of Indian Airlines to the crea-
tion of a single agenay or for entrusting the task to one of the.~
cies- who could have the respOIlIiibility and the authority to-exercise 
control on, the various agencies within the scope of coordinated. 
plan,. the, Managing, Director, Indian Airlines· infon.led the Commit-
tee dur.mg evidence:-

"We want that there should be absolute coordination. For 
example-Customs is not under police and police is not 
under Customs. Airport Manager is supposed to be from 
International Airports Authority. He has no role in the 
authority. Though all these agencies work under one 
Ministry but the total control of the Airport today is in the 
hands of the different agencies. You are 100 per cent 
correct. We will be really thankful if there is one 
authority. There will be controlabillty and accountabi-
lity. This is an excellent idea;" 

He further stated:-

"There· are tW<l or three coordination Committees aDd tbey . 
are going around and looking into the varioua things ..• 
and, there is a Coordination Colnmittee at eVery. Air,. 

port. But as thel'~ are a number of Committees,. there 
w.ill be· lesser and lesaer work and there will be· meet. 
ings only. There· ill COElrdination Committee at the 
Miniatry level and there is another Committee at the 
higher level. The only thing is that the CODtrolability 
at the Airport is not in the· hands' of one person; But 



there ,will beheads at 'each level and ev.ex.y authority 
of the .head would like to assert. The Customs Authority 
will say 'why should I ,oblige and why ·should my iden-
tificationbe lost? So also, the Police Authority will say 
,likewise. , .But I would submit that there 'should be 
,coordination to ·suchan eKtent that there may be vari-
0tIB8uihoritiesunderthe,eontrol of one authority at the 
Airport. If it is done, there can be no problem at all." 

5.3 In this connection. the .Chairman, IAAI also stated: 

"A suggestion was given by me that since under the inter-
natiDnal Airports Authority Act, International Airports 
Authori~y is responsible to coordinate the activities of 
various agencies at the airport in the terminal building. 
at least this role of the.Airports Authority must be brought 
,to the notice of all concemed thro~gh a directive of the 
Cabinet so that other agencies know that it is Internatio-
nal Airports Authority which is coordinating. This has 
been accepted by the Civil Aviatiun Ministrs and a letter 
has been sent by the Ministry to the Cabinet Secretary 
for issuing a directive in this regard." 

5.4 A9ked if there is no coordination at present, the witness stat-
ed:-

"It cis -not 'totally ,true ·that there is no coordination. We are 
'OOOl'dinatingat presenta!so. But that· -coordination is 
not as effective as it -should be." 

5.5 The Committee enquired as to what prevented IAA! from 
exercising their right of a: coordinator when the International Air-
ports Authority Act provided that Coordination at the international 
airports WOUld be the responsibility of IAAI, the witness stated:-

"I myself felt that why I should ask anybody when the Act 
was already there. But the position in thf> Airport is 
like this. There are four Acts which are applicable in 
1he Airport; the Air corporations have their Aet; the 
customs have their own Act. 

If I tell the customs man that he must display his card, it is 
a security requirement. he may refuse to .do it. 

Tlft1re is -a Madras' High Court Judgement in favour of the 
customs that we cannot ask them to wear this. There 



are complications. That is why I am saying this. I want-
ed the Government to tell their respective Ministries 
that they must instruct their own Departments that 
wherever we are performing a coordinating role they 
should accept our Coordinating role. It is a question of 
'acceptance. We cannot force them. I have no legal 
authority. I cannot imprison him or fine him." 

5.6 In this connection the lAAI is reported to have submitted a 
note to the Ministry of Civil Aviation suggesting that:-

"Even if various agencies are not under the control of Inter-
national Airports Authority of India. Government of 
India need to clearly specify the role of the International 
Airports Authority of India vis-a-vis other agencies to 
make it clear to them that these agencies will have to 
attune their functioning to a common objective of effi-
cient airport management. Although this is very clear 
in the Act, yet in all matters it needs to be reiterated 
under an Order to be issued):ly the Cabinet Secretariat 
to all Ministric3 to provide necessary support to the 
International Ail1>orts Autl-ority of India to manage the 
airports efficiency without really taking over the formal 
authority to control the agencies involved. No doubt, to 
a great extent, this requires leadership role to be taken 
up by the IAAI. but it would be greatly beneficial if 
enunication of its coordinating role is spelt out by a speci-
fic order to other agencies." 

5.7 During oral evidence. the Secretary, Ministry of Civil Avia-
tion also stated:-

"Thoujlh the position is very clear that this is their respon-
sibility but we are sayinl!' that it needs to be reiterated 
under an ot'der." 

5.8 When asked lmw the Cabinet Secretariat Directive would 
help ·IAAI to improve their control so far as coordination is con-
cerned. the witness replied:-

''It would not help in a maior way. But it helD!; us to. 90me 
extent, sayin~ that it is reiterated. That is all we are 
saying. We are not sayin~ that the role is not there and 
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that suddenly it will become very very effective. I do 
not .think. this is going to help in a major way. But all 
these steps which we are thinking in terms of better 
management, in terms of task force and all that. we say • 

. do it for other airports also. All these things are going 
to happen. It is the Ministry which has to take the ma-
jor burden and the agencies working under it." 

5.9 The Committee pointed out that lAAI has admitted before 
the Committee that even though it had been assigned a coordinat-
ing role at the international airports yet it could not exercise any 
effective control over other agencies like customs etc. Thereupon. 
the Civil Aviation Secretary stated:-

"My submission is that in administration there are two ways. 
One is coordination. You cannot substitute coordination 
with total integratio~. I cannot suggest that Inter-
national Airport Authority may take over the functions 
of the Indian Airlines, Air Traffic Controller. etc. It is 
not possible because you cannot substitute coordination 
with total integration as it is neither practi<;a1 nor feasi-
ble. The only other way to exercise coordination is that 
coordination has to be effective. Our submission has 
been that there has been a certain amount of looseness 
but the point is in the case of all those agencies which 
are directly under the Ministry we can have effective 
coordination but in respect of other agencies which are 
not within the domain of my Ministry I cannot have 
that effective coordination." 

5.10. As regards areas of coordination among various agencie!l at 
the airports, the Chairman, NAA stated:-

"We have a Committee at the Airport itself which is headed 
by the Aerod1'6me OfIker and the Indiar, Airlines is a 
part and parcel of that Committee. Discussions do take 
place regarding schedule of flights.. coordination IIIld sn 
on. As far as coordination is concerned. the provision 
is very much there. But for some reasons. it may have 
some shortfall. Quite often problems do arise because 
the type of passenger handling facilities that we have, 
fans short of the demand that is placed on us." 
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5111 As ~egards having a single window, covering :functioning 01 
all the Departments at the airport, where the passengers should 
~t answers to all their queries, the witness stated:-

"The idea is good. May I request that such a.c~n will have 
to be taken under the instructions of Ministry of Civil 
Aviation because other agencies may not be available to 
other areas. From th~ passengers' point of view, single 
window is an ideal condition. I can put my officer and 
he will take'down all the complaints pertaining to every 
Department like Indian Airlines, the security and all that. 
We will have to pass on to those Departments for answer." 

5.12 Keeping in view the multiple agencies operating at the 
airports dealing with various matters and each one of them being 
independent of the other .. there was lack of coordin"ition among 
them. When enquired about the role played by the .Ministry 0'£ 
Civil Aviation in bringing coordination .among the various ag-
filllcies,theSecretary. Ministry of Civil Aviation explained:-

"This issue had come up as early as 1985. I had then headed 
a Committee on Facilitation .of Passengers which was in 
the Tourism Ministry. Based on the recommendations 
of that Committee, this matter was considered in detail 
in the Committee of Secretaries under the Cabinet Sec-
retary. I would only like to say that there are basically 
three agencies involved because I would not count Indian 
Airlines. Air India or International .Airports Authority 
or National Ait'ports .Authority as separate because they 
are part of the Ministry. If there isa laxity on the part 
of any of them or if they are not cordinating, it does not 
pose a serious problem because they are directly under 
us. We try to pose a sort of coordination and there are 
various institutional arrangements like task force appro-
ach to the problem. That is, the task force consisting 
'Of the representatives of all these agencies takes day-to-
day decision and ensures where are the loose links which 
need to be tightened. The main agencies outside our 
Department aie basically customs (Finance) and immig-
ration (Home Affairs). Now hi the Committee of Sec-
retaries. after a gTeat deal of consideration, an overall 
view was taken that you cannot put one person and make 
others like customs and all directlv under him because 
each agency ts !(overned by different Acts. In no other 
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country, this sort of thing exists. But all this is achieved 
in a very well tight coordination system. For this pur-
pose, we have further activated the Coordination Com-
mittee at each airport. I may partic~arly talk of large-
ly four airports which handle a large amount of trafIlc. 
In fact, 70 per cent of the traffic is handled by Bombay 
and Delhi International airports. Now, this Coordina-
tion Committee is headed by the General Manager.... It 
is well recognised that the General Manager of the Inter-
nationall Airport who is a functionery of the I.A.A. I . 
is the first among equals and is the leader of the team. 
What was happening earlier was the meeting of the co-
ordination Committee did not take place very frequently. 
Now, we have activised them." 

.Elaborating further, the witness stated:-

4'In an overall situation, in diversity or multiplicity of func-
tionaries or agencies functioning at a single point, we 
have already tightened up the coordination Committee. 
Second step is, we have now put those people as General 
Managers who are rated in the International Airport 
Allt1lO~ity as best possible persons. Thirdly, we have 
also involved a task force approach to the whole thing. 
That is, we have set up a task force under the chairman-
ship of the Chairman, International Airports Authority 
which consists of the representatives of all the agencies 
concerned and it continuously looks into the whole 
thing. Then, at a slightly higher level, we have a Faci-
litation Committee which is headed by me and represent-
atives of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Revenue Depart-
ment, Health Ministry and heads of all other agencies 
are also there. It also meets periodically and takes 
decisions." 

5.13 When asked about the monitoring being done at the level 
C)f the Ministry to ensure coordination, the witness stated:-

"1 would say that in the Ministry there is the closest possible 
coordination. Coordination is almost on fortnightly to 
monthly basis. Of course, I would not say that every-
thing is fine." 

5.14 Asked if any arrangement bad been made at the airports 
where at a particular place. a passenger, in case of any problem 
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could report to an officer who should be able to provide a complete 
answer to him. the witness stated:-

"There is a duty officer'" counter lIufficiently prominently dis-
played at each airport. Then there is an Airport Mana-
ger who is managing the entire airport. A representative 
of the GM at that point of time epitomises the coordi-
nated aspect. Then we have officials in the cabin. Theil 
we are also in this Ministry seeing passengers' problems. 
Anybody whose problem is not solved. he can write to 
the Secretary of the Ministry. We have set up a com-
plaint cell in the Ministry also. This is to keep a watch 
on their problems." 

5.15 The Committee note that a number of regulatory agencies 
like IAAI, NAA, DGCA, Airlines, Customs, State Police, Health and 
Immigration are at present operating independently at International 
Airports at Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. No doubt, all these 
organisations are engaged in providing services to the passengers 
within their allotted spheres of control but mutual cooperation and 
coordination to the desired level 1'1 lacking. Although under the In· 
ternational Airports Authority Act, the International Airports Au-
thority (IAAI) has been assigned the role to coordinate the activities 
of various agencies at the International Airports but in actual prac-
tice, it has become helpless and is unable to exercise any control over 
other agencies to effect coordination. In fact all the concerned agen-

. cies at airports are pulling in different directions and the resulting 
casualty is the passenger for whose benefits these have been created. 

5.16 Durine oral evidence of IAAI, Indian Airlines and National 
Airports Authority, a unanimous view was expressed that there 
should be a single authority which should have over all control at all 
the international airports and !.hoold be able to play the role of a 
leader and act as a focal point for all important decisions. All other 
agencies should attune their functioning with that authority to achieve 
the common goal of efficient management of airports without, of 
course, abdicating their formal demarcated authority. While not 
agreeing witb this view, the Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation 
stated in evidence that It was neither feasihle Dor practicable to in-
tegrate aU the agencies and to put them directly under IAAI's control 
beea1lse each a~y is goveraed by different Acts. He. however, 
assured complete coordination among IAAI, IA, NAA and DGCA 
which are under the administrative control of his M"mistry but ex-
pressed reservations with regard to other agencies like Customs anlf 
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Police which are under the control of other Miuistries. Be also .. • 
formed the Committee that in order to make effective coordiDatioll 
amougst the various concerned agencies, a Task. Force consistiue of 
top officials of all concerned agencies, headed by the Chairman, IAAI, 
has been let up to identify aDd tighten the loose links. Besides, • 
high level Committee has also been constituted 'on whleh repft8eata-
tives of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Finance (Deptt. of 
Revenue), Ministry of Health aDd Heads of all other agencies are alIo 
associated. This Committee'is chaired by the Secretary, MiDlstrt of 
Civil Aviation and meets periodically and takes decisions lin various 
problems faced by passengers at the airpOrts. 

5.17 The Committee feel that the present arrangements have not 
proved successful for ensuring effective coordination amongst the 
various agencies operating at Airports and as a result of this, the air 
travellers continue to face a lot of difficulties at international airports. 
The Committee, therefore, recommend that the Government should 
consider the feasibility of constituting an effective single 'authority 
armed with adequate powers which should be in over all comnll~nd at 
an internatianal airport and be able to provide instant redress of 
passengers' grievances. To achieve this end, the Government may 
consider, if necessary, the desirability of amending suitably the rele-
vant Acts governing various al{encies operating at international air-
ports. 

5.18 The Committee have also noticed that at present there is no 
arrangement at airports particularly at the international airports 
whereby a passenger could contact an officer who could provide com-
plete answer to his problems. Obviously, he has to run through the 
length and breadtb of the airport to contact the various officers of the 
concerned departments. No doubt, there is a duty officer's Counter 
and an Airport Manager who can be contacted in case of need but 
these officers are practically of no help to the passengers who need 
an instant redress of their grievances. Therefore, the Committee sug-
gest tbat for improving thll Customer Services, there should he a 
"Sing'le window" at eacb ai1"Jlort where responsillJe officers equipped 
with all the information pertaining to tlJeir de1)llTtments sbould be 
available for attendinll" to the complaints/queries of the passengen. 
The Committee desire that Ministrv o{ Civil Aviation sh01.1d examine 
the feasibilitv of im"tementiJlI!: -this ,,"onosal in conm ltation with 
other concerned 81tthorities and Cnmmitte~ apprised of tbe action 
takc.n bt this regard within six months of the presentation of this re-
port. 



CHAPTEB-VI 

HARASSMENT TO PASSENGERS BY LOADERS OUTSIDE 
AIRPORTS 

6.t lAA1 has stated 'Although aelf-help trolley Service ensure. 
trouble free service to passengers within the terminal building, the 
problem at unauthorised loaders outside the terminal building and 
resultant harrassment to the passengers continues. The same I .. 
_lowever, tackled by the State Police. 

8.2 On an enquiry if IAAI has been able to identify the particu-
lar fields in which harassment to passengers by loaders outside the 
terminal buUding has been noticed, the IAAI has stated in a written 
rt!Jd7 al under:- . 

"Outside the Passenger Tenninal Building there are un-
authorised loaClers, a large number of whom are urchins. 
They try to forcibly take away the luggage of the pas-
sengers and place the luggage in the car. taxi etc. They 
force this service upon the passengers even if somebody 
does not need it. For this service they demand a price. 
If somebody does not pay_ they misbehave and often 
USe foul language. 

At Bombay Airport. where problem is more acute. the 
matter is reported to the Police by IAAI officials. Such 
unauthorised loaders are occasionally challaned and are 
fined The fine is generally Rs. 10-25/-: This is done 
under local laws. The amount of fine does not serve 
as a deterrent for the activities they are engaged in al 
the amount which they are collecting is perhaps much 
more than what they are paying in tenns of fine. Some 
passengers even encourage them and protect them when 
action is being taken against them." 

8.3 The Committee enquired whether the matter has been taken 
up with the concerned State Governments, and if !!IO. the action 
taken by them to eliminate this malaise. In a written reply, the 
lAM has stated:-

82 
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''The matter is reported to the Police and discussed with the _ 
local Government whenever possible. Because poor pe0-
ple and urchins are involved, often Ii lenient view is taken 
by the Police. It is felt that unless very strong action 
is taken against such unauthorised loaders, the malaiM 
is not going to be removed. It is basically for the State 
Government to take such action." 

6.4 At a meeting of the High Level Committee on facilitation 
held as far back as on 4-5-1982 the problems of harassment of 
passengers at airports from touts, taxi drivers and other unauthoris-
ed persons was discussed. The repersentative of IAAI had men-
tioned in that meeting that this problem had been there since very 
long and that although everything was done to minimise this prob-
lem, yet satisfactory results could not be ensured.. It was also 
decided that a letter from Civil Aviation Secretary to the Commi~
sioners of Police to set up a small St.anding Committee under ~ 

senior police officer to study and find out solutions would be useful. 
Such Standing Committees at Delhi. Bombay. Calcutta and Madr~.<; 
could include representatives crf local police. IAAI and the Chair-
man of the local Airline Operators' Committee. The Standing Com-
mitte",,, might meet periodically to study these problems· and find 
solutions at the areas in the immediate vicinity of arrival 1'\1'11'1 
departure gates. 

6.5 The Committee enquired whether such Standing Committees 
have been constituted and if so, what was the number of meetillgs 
so far held since their constitution. and what were the solution. 
suggested to overcome the problem crf harassment to ail' commuterl! 
outside the terminal buildings. In a written reply. IAAI has 
stated: '--'''''l''' 

"The High Level Committee on acilitation is chaired by Sec-
retary, Civil Aviation, and Director Regulation and In-
formation of Civil Aviation Department Is the convenor. 
IAAr is only a member. According to our Information 
the proposed standing Committees have not been consti-
tuted so far as declded by the Hf~h ~vel Committe", !,.. 
Its meeting held on 4-5-1982. In this connectfon It mll'-
be mentioned that earlier there were following commi~
tees looking into dift'erent activities at the airport: 

1. Airport utilisation committee 
2. Airport facilitation committee 



8. operational area Inspection committee 

" .Terminal fuspection committee 
5. Airport security committee 

It bas been decided that the first four committees should 
be merged and a new committee should be formed 
known as Airport Coordination Committee. covering 
all the aspects of airport management and operation. 
The airport security committee exists. This Airport 
Coordination Committee which has been set up in 
&ptember" 1986 will be looking into all the aspects 
of Airport management and operation including the 
problem of harassment from touts. taxi drivers and 
other unauthorised persons. General Manager. IAAI 
is the Chairman of the Committee." 

6.6 When asked about the steps taken by IAAJ to eliminate the 
pmblllrn of harassment to passengers from touts at the airports, 
the Chairman, IAAI inter-atia stated during evid1mce:-

"1 ~ myself personally quite concerned about it.. Last week, 
~. had a meeting at Bombay Airport. The Government 
has constituted a high level Task Force which was chair-
ed by Chairman, IAAI and it was attended also by the 
top officials of all agencies to bring some kind ofooordi-
nation and ab;o to take decision at a higher level At the 
Airport level. the General Manager has got accordinating 
committee of all the Authorities. He meets eI8ly 

. month. But this Task Force meets once in four months 
or something like that and take decisions. We have 
started a campaign against the touts in Bombay. In 
fact I told my omcers. if the Police does not throw them 
out. those people will be thrown by our people, because 
It is a major nuisance for a foreigner corning .. to India. 
He finds that he ha~ to face the touts and they try to 
elctr!lct money. They cheat them. They fry to swindle 
them. Again, I face a problem with the Police. They 
say. in tems of law, tquting is not a cognizable offence. 
So 'We cannot arrest them." 

The witness also added:-

"We decided, let~. \dentity;thQse touts who are professIo-
nal and who are present daily. Some of them are 
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Taxi drivers. Some others casually come there. There 
ire certain prominent professional touts who are under-
sirable" let us identify a small core ofsueh people 
and then in consultation with the Police. take them 
away from the Airport and then control them right 
from the time they enter the Airport. Every time, 
we should look for this core group because this group 
is the most difficult to handle. Some of them are 
criminals. In fact they have threatened my ofiicel'll. 
Some of them have indulged in undersirable and ille-
gal activities. So. we are trying to identify this core 
group, and we shall take deterrent action against such 
people which shall have salutary effect on others also." 

6.7 Asked whether any study had been made to identify the areas 
()f operation of the touts, the witness st9.ted:-

.UWhen we aid the survey for the first time, we found the db!-
satisfaction of the passengers is by and large because of 
the area outside. When he comes outside the Airport. 
he finds the whole world is rather hostile to him." 

6.8 During evidence of JAAI, the Committee were informed that 
the AiI1IWt Authority has been able to provide satisfactory facilities 
... t1ie .4r·'Passengers within the terminal buildings of international 
.~ 1Iet the major dissatisfaction area is outside. the terminals 
wbJ'l'e the passengers, both national and international continue to 'be 
~ by un-authorised loaders, touts, taxi drivers ad urchtaB . 
.8eme of them are stated to be criminals who indulge in un-desirab1e 
and U1egal activWes and even threaten the officers of the· airport 
authority. These un-desirable elements forcibly carry the luggage of 
even unwilling passengers to their vehicles and try to extract exorbi-
tant amount from them. The airport authority is also reported to 
have failed in containing the nefarious activities of undesirable ele-
ments because the I~al laws nnder which they are tried are not very 
stringent and the punishment awarded is not vp.ry deterrent. 

6.9 The Committeee were also informed that at the meetiDl~ of 
Hi!!'h Level Committee on FaciHtation held in May, 1982, it WB'I de-
cided that the Civil Aviation Secretary should send letters to t:he 
Commissioners of Poli~e to sct up small Standinl{ Committees Ilnd~r 
a s ... nlor Policf' Officer to stud:v the probleAl and findn a solufu!l1 
thf'Teto. It wa~ also sug,!c<;t~l that such Standing Committees in Delhi. 
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras should include representnatives of loeat 
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pelice, lAAI aDd the Chairman of the local Airline operators' Com-
mittee. It has, however, beeil admitted by the IAAI in their writtea 
.ote that the proposed Standing Committees have not been consti-
tuted so far. The Committee cannot but express their concern over 
this serious lapse of not forming 60 far the proposed Standing Com-
mittees. The Committee urge the Ministry to take immediate steps. 
for constituting the said Standing Committees so that a lasting solu-
tion to the problem could be found out and the air travellers, espe-
ciaUy foreiiners, may not ha\'e a feeling of insecurity and hostility 
uutside the terminal buildings. 

8.10 The Committee have also been informed that a new Com-
mittee known as Airport Coordination Committee was lIet up in Sep· 
tember, 1986, headed by the General Manager of IAAI, to look after 
.U the aspects of Airport management including the problems of 
harrassment from touts by m.:rging four Committees viz. Airport Uti. 
Usation Committee; Airport Facilitation Committee; Operational 
Area Inspection CommitteE\, and Terminal Inspection Committee. 
The Committee hope that the proposed new Coordination Committee, 
in cooperation with all the roncerned agencies, would be able to 
Jdentify the loop. holes and suggest ways and means to eradicate 
the problem of touts. 

6.11 The Committee have observed that in terms of local laws 
touting is not a cognizable offence as a result of which polke feels 
helpless to take any deterrent action against the touts. Th. Com-
mittee, therefore, desire that the Government shouldimnrdiateb' 
take up the matter with State Governments with a view te plugging 
trae loop-holes in the local laws and to provide necessary powers '. 
tbe pollee to deal with the toots and other undesirabll' element&. 
effectively. 

Nr.w DI:uu; 
February 18, 1988 
: ',lgha 29, 1909 (Saka) 

VAKKOM PURUSHOTHAMAN 
Chairman. 

Committee on Pu.blic Undertakings_ 



APPENDIX 

StllU:mmt of Conclusions/Recommendations of the Comm4ttee 01l 
Public Undertakings contained in the Report 

s. No. Reference to Para 
No. in the R"port 

Conclu.sion!Recommendations. 

1 2 3 

1. 2.30 The examination of Indian Airlines has re-
&: vealed that during the years 1983 to 1986 only 

2.31 76% of Indian Airlines' flights operated on time. 
The rest of ,the 24% flights w~re either delayed 
or cancelled. Further, over 90% of the delays 
and cancellations were due to adverse weather 
conditions, airport restdctions and technical 
snags etc. The percentage of late arrival of air-
crafts or conseqt¥!ntial delays instead of show-
ing a declining trend increased from 17% in 
1983 to 20% in 1985. Though the flights are 
delayed/disrupted or even cancelled in almost 
all the regions the position is worst in the Eastern 
Region. .In this Region, the delays and cancel-
lations of flights are of the order of 35% to 
45% as was confirmed by the commercial Direc-
tor of Indian Airlines during his evi~nce be-
fore the Committee. . 

The Committee have also been informed that 
a substantial portion of the delays is due to 
strict adherence to the mandate t~at all cate-
gories of snags must be removed before permit-
ting t~ flights. The snag detected at.a transit 
airport compel grounding o~ the airdraft till 
spares could be routed from the b~ station, 
snag repaired and aircraft certified. AB the same 
aircraft operate a nUmber of serviqes per day, 
the grounding of one aircraft disrupts the flight 
schedule resulting in consequential delays. To. 

.7 
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overco~ .suchproblems, the COQUIlittee suggest 
that the Indian Airlines should. improve and 
achieve better technical reliability of its fleet by 
preventive maintenance and also by boosting the 
engineering facilities. They should also considet 
the feasibility of acquiring a small aircraft for 
carrying spares to distant airports on demand 
instead of the current practice of routing them 
from the base through routine flights. 

2. 2.32 . As regards delays and cancelllations of 
flights, the Committee on Public Undertakings 
(1981-82) had also recommended in their 42nd 

Report that "there has to. be a coordinated effort 
both by the Airlines and tIle DGCA/IAAI, at a 
fairly high level to eliminate causes that con-
tribute to cancellations/delays". The Committee 
are unhappy to note that even after 5 years, no 
appreciable improvem,ent has been brought about 
in this regard and the malady of abno~,elays 
and cancellations of flights still persists. , 

:3. 2.33 The Committee have also observed that 
II flights areoften delays, disrupted or diverted from 

2.34 originating qentrei; like Delhi to other plal!es due 
to fog or poor visibility and also by cloud coven 
in monsoons in some key airport on hill routes 
such as Srinagar, Guwahati etc. This obviously 
disrupts the Airlines' entire flights schedule all 
over the country as the aircraft h,eld up are used 
on various circuits throughout .the day. This 
results in enormous cost to airlines and ,.r&in-
venience to passengers stranded at termi~. 

T~ Committee were informed during evid-
ence that advanced instrument landing facilities 
and other technical instrument landing facilities 
and other technical improvements at airports 
can reduce the incidenC'e of delays and cancel-
lations due to bad weather. The landing facili-
ties are being provided jointly by International 
Airports Authority of India and National Air-
ports Authority at international airports and at 
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other airports by NAA. The Committee ~, how-
ever, distressed to observe that out of 86 airports, 
excluding 4 international airports, only about 8 
airpol'ts* at pres,ent are equipped with Instru-
ment Landing System facility (ILS) which is 
the minimum requirement for safe landing of 
aircraft in inclement weather. In fact the S&c-
rectary of Ministry of Civil Aviation also admit-
ted during his evidence before the Committee 
that "the navigation and communication facilities 
in India are much below the international stand-
ards". ~ Committee feel that what the Civil 
Aviation authorities are planning today should 
have been done much earlier. The Committee 
also recommend that immedia~ steps should be 
taken to proVide advance Instrument Landing 
facilities at all the airports so as to reduce to the 
barest minimum, if not altogether eliminate, the 
incidence of delays and cancellations of flights 
due to bad weather etc.· The Committee do agree 
that disruption of flights due to inclement wea-
ther cannot be /8liminated totally but they do 
feel that by providing modem technolog:cal 
equipments. the chances of delays and cancella-
tions can be minimised. 

Thje Committee are informed that IAAI has 
providied category n lighting facilities at Bom-
bay and Delhi Airports but equipment installed 
is not being utilised because Category n ILS 
(Instrument Landing System) provided by Na-
tional Airports Authority which has to be perio-
dically calibra~ to synchronize with Category 
n lighting system has not been calibrated since 
long. The Committee cannot but deplore this 
lack of coordinated development as a ~sult of 
which the essential facilities provided could not 
be made use of. 

The question of upgradation of ILS facilitles 
is also reported t? ba~ been taken up by the 
._----_._---------------

• At lite t~ or factual veriflcalion NAA has ~tated that "the numh_r (>f TL 
~)'Items '!l"t .. l1 rr1 " Vl'rious ~;,-firlds in India is 23, Out orlhesc. 10 have hem 
inStalled smce 1985 and are In various stages of calibratidn before declaring 
them operational." 
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8. 2.37 

------------------ --------------
Indian Airlines with DGCAINAA suggesting that 
Bombay, Delhi-, calcutta, Madras. Hyderabad 
and all other airports having jet operations. 
should be equipped with ~tegory II ILS dur-
ing the Sjeventh Plan period. In this connection, 
the Tata Committee in their Report on "Civil 
Aviation at the turn of Century" has also recom-
mended that all airports should be equipped with 
all Wjeather capability operations. In spite of all 
this, unfortunately. even Category I ILS which 
is very essential for safe landing has not been 
provided so far at many of the airports. The 
Committee feel that the Instrument Landing-
System (iLS) should be speedily provided at all 
the important airports in the country as it is an . 
essential requirement for the sat,e landing of the 
aircraft. The Committee also feel that at least 
the Airports having jet operations should be 
equipped with ILS Category IT by the end of 
the Seventh Plan. 

The Committee are glad to note that Govern-
ment have now identified 10 fog-prone airports 
like Amritsar, Bhopal, Imphal. Jaipur. Varanasi, 
Kanpur, Jammu. Agartala, Mohanban and Patna 
for installation of Instrument Landi!lg System 
and these airports would soon become safer for 
landing in bad weather. The Committee hope 
that the Ministry of Civil Aviation would ensure 
implementation of this project within the sti-
pulated time-frame. The Committe(e also recom-
mend that within some time-bound programme 
Category IT Instrument Landing System facility 
should be provided and propjerly maintained at 
all major airports where Boeings and Airbuses. 
operate. At Bombay and Delhi where this faci-
lity already exists but is inoperatiVe should be 
made effective and functional. The Committee 
need hardly emphasise that ~y of aircraft· 
depends a great deal on the modern Instrument 
Landing syateui but equally so on the pilot. ~ 

·Attbe-un;-Ot f_'~ificatiOll NAAh8;~ fill" u Deim is c:oaccmed. 
tile n. SJII8D ... 'Ileal fully calibrated and has been cIedIInd fit far Cat-IF. 
~" 
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Committee, therefore, suggest that for deft handl-
ing of this very sophisticated equipment, intjen-
sive training should be imparted to the pilot 10 
that aircraft can land safely. 

The Committee note that Air Tramc CORtrol 
System which occupies a pivotal position in the 
entire aviation field and is of strategical import-
ance for country's defence is being controlled 
at present by the National Airports Authority. 
Whereas our Airlines haV1e inducted the latest 
aircrafts, the Air Traffic Control System doell 
not appear to be upto the mark. The Committee 
feel that, sin~ a considerable expansion of the 
airlines fleet is expected by the turn of the 
century there is an urgent need for the moderni-
sation of Air Traffic Control System and the same 
should be equipped with uptodate communicatiOJl 
system to enable the pilots to have better inter-
action with the system. 

The Committee has also been informed that 
a Scheme for the modernisation of Air Traffic 
control System at Bombay and Delhi at an esti-
mated cost of Rs. 195 crores is also rePorted to 
be under consideration but only a token provi-
sion Of Rs. 5 crores was provided for this purpose 
in the National Airport Authority's budget for 
the year 1987-88. In this connection, the Chair-
man of International Airports Authority of India 
suggested in evidence that as per the practice 
obtaining in foreign countries the Air Tramc 
Cortlrol System should be operated by Govern-
ment itself and not by the National Airports 
AuthOrity which is itself facing finan-
cial and other constraints. In Committee's 
view the suggestion made by the Chair-
man of IAAI merits serious consideration by the 
Government. The Committee feel that if Air 
Traffic Control System is handled by Go~m
ment, the question of paucity of funds will not 
come in the wtry of rapid eXe<cUtion of modem--
isation scheme reported to bie under col1lidera-
tion. 
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• The CoJIUDittee are informed that the com-
puter:ised reservation system in Indian Airlinea 
'With CRT facilities (Cathode Ray Tube). was 
launched in March, 1985 co*ring initially siX 
major stations. It has now been extended to 
16 stations in India and 4 stations abroad. 
Majority of the stations covered are linked up 
at present with a system on slow SWed TTY 
circuits. The Indian Airlines is also reported to 
have planned to provide 17 more stations/loca-
tions with CRT facilities by the end of 1987-88 
<\epending upon the availability of circuits from 
P & T Department. The Committee would desire 
that with a view to providing efficient service to 
air travellers and to reduce waiting time at the 
booking counters, the Ind'an Airlines should 
draw u? a time bound programme to extend 
computer reservation facilities at all its non-
computeri*d stations within the shortest possi-
ble time and if feasible by the end of 7th Five 
Year Plan in cooperation and coordination with 
the P&T Department in so far as the availability 
of circuits is concerned. The Committee also 
desire that till such time the CRT facilities are 
provided, the Government may consider connec-
ting non-computerised stations directly with the 
computers through the teleprinters. 

Another area of dissatisfaction of passengers 
is the non-avallability of seats on certain routes 
due t') the shorta~ of capacity on the aircraft. 
According to the Indian Airlines, over-bookings 
betwp.en 5 to 10 per cent are made on certain 
dOIIlj!!Stic routes with a view to ensuring optimum 
capacity utilisation. The over-booked passengers 
are adjusted al!'llinst cancellations made by the 
passengers holding confirmed tickets. 

The Committee are informed that in the 
perfo~l"e review meeting held in November, 
1985. Indian Airlines were 4irected to review 
the booking profile and the system of over-book-
Ings so as to evolvje a procedure whereby nl) 

----_._---------------------------------------
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passenger holding confirmed booking should be 
denied -a seat. Accordingly, the Indian Airlines 
is -reported to have ~volved a system of monitor-
ing of bookings on the basis Of which percent-
age of cancenations (flightwise and season-wise) 
'tin each sector is systematically studied and 

- overbookings permitted only on selected flights. 

The Co~ttee were also infol'I$d that pre-
sently seats are made available to passengen 
holding confirrn,ed tickets and also to over-book-
ed passengers on first-come-first served· basis. 
~ were further informed that whoever came 
at the end would be off-loaded even if he might 
be holding a confirmed ticket. In Committee's 
view, this system is dp.fective in as much _ as 
the over-booked passengers who report 
earlier for the flights get preference over the 
passengers with confirmed and reconfirmed tic-
kets. Besides, ~here is very possibility of 
irregularities being committeed under the eXIst-
ing system. To obviate the chances of any irre-
gularity and the streamline the p,rocedure, the 
Committee recommend that the whole system 
of bookings should be rationalised thoroughly 
and suHahle guidelines/instructions issued leav-
ing no scope for over-booked passengers to have 
preference over passengers having confirmed 
tickets. The system devised should be fool· 
prOOf leaving no room for discreation whatsoever. 
The Committee alSo recommend that the pre-
sent ~vstem of ticketing should also be revised 
and the status of passengers holding confirmed 
tickets lind over-booked passengers should be 
clearly indicated on the ti('ket so that if neces-
sary only over-booked pasengers would be oft-
loaded. 

Another problem faced by air passjengers is 
the shortal!e of aircraft capacity. Whereas most 
of the 1lights have waiting lists, it is not possible-
for the Airlines with its existing fleet to pro-
vide seats to _ all the intending passengers. In 
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this connection, the Indian Airlines also admit-
ted in evidence that "there has always be!en con-
stant capacity constraint and keeping in view 
the inconvenienqe caused to the passengers on 
that account, Indian Airlines has been trying to 
meet the requirement of travelling public by in-
c~asing the span of operation and utilisation of 
existing aircraft-" 

From the information furnished, the Com-
mittee have found that Indian Airlines had 
achieved a traffic demand growth rate of 11.6 
per qent during the last decade i.e. from 1973-74 
to 1983-84. There was, however, a dip in the 
growth rate in the succeeding years to 11.4 per 
cent in 1984-85 and 9.9 pjer cent in 1~86. The 
Tata Committee constituted to look into the 
development of Civil Aviation at the turn of the 
century, has also recommen~ a traffic growth 
rate of 11.5 per cent per year upto the year 
2000-2001. Tata Committee has also stipulated 
that to meet the increased demand in traffic 
growth rate, Indian Airlines would need an in-
vestment of Rs. 9000 crores as envisaged in their 
15 years' perspective plan and they would also 
have a fleet of 193 aircrafts in the year 2000. 
But according to Indian Airlines, considering the 
conservative growth rate of 10.1 per cent its 
fleet would consist of 155 aircraft by the year 
2000 and for this purpose they would require 
an investment to the tunie of Rs. 7000 crores. 
However. the Planning Commission is reported 
to have restricted the growth rate to 8% per 
year on account of constraint of foreign exchange 
resources. Surprisingly, during the Seventh 
Plan, as against the projected demand of Rs. 2470 
crores, the Planning Commission has allocated 
only Rs. 730 crores to the aviation $ector and the 
whole amount of Rs. 730 crores was spent in 
just two years as was confirmed in evidence by 
Civil Aviation Secretary. Despite theae heavy 
odds, the Indian Airlines is reported to be in-
ducting 19 A320 aircraft by the end of Seventh 
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Plan. Keeping in view· the increasing trafBc 
growth rate and ever increasing demand of seats 
by air passengers, the Committee (!!leI that the 
allocation made available by the Planning Com-
mission appears to be very much on the low 
Si~. Therefore. the Committee suggest that the 
Ministry should take up the matter again with 
the Planning Commission and arrange to get more 
funds allocated, commensurate with the need of 
this cOIle sector. 

Baggage handling at the airports is another 
grey area which calls for improvement. Accord-
ing to IAAI, they are responsible only for the 
proper working of conveyor. belts and baggage 
transf\er from the aircraft to conveyor belt is 
the responsibility of Indian Airlines. Accortiing 
to Indian Airlines, where the conveyor belt faci-
lities are not available, the !entire activity is 
handled manually from unloading to hauling 
baggage to· airport terminal and delivering the 
same to· pas.'!en~rs. 

The Committee are informed that on major 
base stations, the Indian Airlines is reported to 
have achijeved an average record of 20 minutes 
for completing baggage delivery for all flights, 
and this position can be further improved by pro-
viding more conveyor belts by IAAI/DGCA. In 
order to ensure quick delivery of baggage and 
to avoid clustering of passengers around the cOlt-
veyor bslts, the Committee desire that baggafJe 
should be dispersed on more than one conveyor 

. belt and f1)r- this purpose the IAAl/NAA should 
consider the feasibility of providing more belts 
at airports. As the bunching of the flights also 
ultimately results in the dt!lay in the deliv'ery 
of baggage, the Committee desire that the Airlines 
authorities should take effective measu~ in 
spacing out flights landing so as to help the air-
port authorities to handle baggage of passengers 
more ,efficiently. The Committee a181) desire that 
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with a vieW to IIp8fJd up clearance of passengers 
at lDciira Gandhi lDtemational Airport, the air-
port authorities should consider ways and meau 
to ha'lle sample screening of the baggage instead 
of 'X-rayiBg' every suitcase before it is placed 
OIl the COJnleyol' belt. CODIIiderable time can be _uced if screening of baggage is done expedi-
tiously. Since the loadel-s take a long time in 
uplifting baggage from .ti1e aircraft to the con-
vevor belt and the drivers also work at snail's 
pace, it all results in considerable delay. The 
Committee, therefore need hardly emphasise 
that necessary steps should ~ taken to ensure 
that the baggage is placed on the conveyor belts 
in the minimum possible time so that the passen-
gers are spared of any inconvenience. 

It has been suggested to the Committee that 
in order to obviat., delay and to makle one agency 
aeeountable for deUvery of luggage in time, 
the job of handling the luggage at the airports 
should be entrusted to the concerned AirPort' 
Authority as is the practiCe followed in some of 
the European countries. The Committee feel that 
there is some' weight in the suggestion and desire 
that the Ministry- of Civil Aviation should exa-
mine the suggestion in all its ramifications with 
a view to seeking as to what extent it can be 
implemented. 

'nle common complaint made by the air 
trave~rs is ttiat the baggage is mishandled and 
dama(ed by the loaders at the airports. In this 
eonneetion, the Secretary of the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation also agreed during evidence that "here 
the e()rrective steps would be better traininl!' of 
loaders and other people who work and handle 
the baggage". The Committee, therefore, recom-
mend that to ~t over the problem of mis-
handling the baggage ani to obviate the chances 
of any complaint. the Governmentllndian Air-
lbtes should make necessary arranlfmlents to 
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train the loaders k> bandle the baggage more 
carefully especially tho~ i~ms which need 
special care and delicate handling. The Com-
mittee also recommend that some senior func-
tionary of the Indian Airlines should oversee 
the baaaIe hanclliDg operations to (ensure safe 
handling by loaders etc. 

The Committee note that .the International 
Ailp:Irts Authority had tried various pgencies 
in the past to provide better po~rage service to 
the passengers within the terminal buildings of 
the international airports. Since all those 
agencies fat1ed to produce the desired results, the 
lAAI abolished the porter age system and instead. 
introduced self help free trolley service for the 
(lOavenience of the passengers. But the Commit-
tee have observed that these trolleyes are not 
utilitarian: because their working is nc: satisfac-
tory. In this CORRection, the Chairman. 1AAl 
stated during evidence th"lt in a survey carried 
uat at Delhi airport only 46.2% of the passengers 
expI'eued the view CIlat ihe availability of trolleys 
was atisfactorily and 22.3% of the passengers had 
ilOIIUDfInted that the workmg condition of the 
trolleys W88 poor. He admitted "This is an area 
~ perceptible information is available on 
.cIiIutisfaction ... But 1 do agree that the main-
CIenance and the eendttion of the trolleys still 
is to be improved:' The Committee, therefore. 
recommend that IAA1 .mOtJ1d take stock of the 
_tuation at the international airports and make 
sulldeDt lUDDber Qf tmtleys of good quality and 
e~ to hmd1e available to passengers. They 
Deed haJdly mention that adequate arrangement 
Bhoaid Jliso tile Imtde to maintain these trolleys 
ia proper working condition. The Committee 
alae liesire that the Go\rernment/Airport Autho-
rlty meuki also eonsider the feasibility of pro-
ftdin&, free porterage aervice inside the terminal 
buiJdings to baBdieapped, old people, c:luldren 
MldWlD8lt!ll.. 
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Aa regards other airports, the Chairman, 
National Airport Authority informed the Com-
mittee that by the end of the Seventh Plan all 
airports served by Airbus and Boeing Services 
would be provided with this facility. The Com-
mittee hope that the National Airport Authority 
would fulfil its commitments within the time 
bound programme. 

The Committee find that at present the 
security of the airport is the responsibility of the 
concerned State Government. The personnel of 
the security force are drawn from the State 
Police of respective State Government/Union 
Territory to look after the security of the air-
port. These persoI1DFI, though formally work-
ing under the Director, Civil Aviation Security, 
are governed by the rules of the respective State 
Government from which they are drawn. They 
do not direcUy come under the discipline and 
control of any of the agencies operating at the 
airports. 

During evidence, the Secretary, Ministry of 
Civil Aviation informed the Committee that 
nodal responsibility Of security at th~ air:port 
against anti-hijacking, sabotage etc. is that of 
the Civil Aviation Security, though the staff for 
it, is provided by the concerned State Go~
ment police. He added "we do not want to 
create another Force ... it would be much more 
cost effective to have people on specific duty 
paid for by us rather than ourselves creating an 
organisation." But the Committee are of the 
view that since the security· of Airports is as 
important as the security of aircraft, .the secu-
rity force at the airports should work under 
the discipline and control of some Central 
apncy entrusted with the responsibility of 
the security of the airports.. The security 
force at the airports should be answerable 
to this IlieRcy rather than to the respective State 
Government. The Committee, therefore recom-
mend' that the Government mould ~der the 
feasibility of constituting a separate security 
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force on the lines of ,CRPF which should be 
answerable to and directly controlled by the Cen-
tral Authority like the Director, Civil Aviation 
Security or the concerned Airport Authority as 
under the present arrangement DGCA etc. can-
not enforce their writ through the local police. 

The Committee are informed that main diffi-
culties faced by the passengers at airports are 
shortage of seating accommodation, shortage of 
space for checking of passengers, baggage deli-
very. restaurants and inadequate number of 
S[E!curity gates in sterile area. Even the basic 
amenities like drinking water and toilets are not 
provided in the security area at certain airports 
especially in the northern and eastern sectors of 
the country. It is also reported that the passen-
frf!rs are hustled through security gates and 
herded into the over-flowing departure launge 
where catering and other amenities are not pro-
vided which causes considerable inconvenience 
when !passengers have to hang over for hours 
when flights are delayed or cancelled due to fog 
and inclement weather. In this connection, the 
Civil Aviation Secretary assured the Committee 
in evidence that some facilities would be pro-
vided if flights are cancelled. At all the inter-
national airports auto vending machines for 
coffee, tea, ice-cream would be provided. He 
also added that other items receiving attention 
a~ air-conditioning or air cooling facilities, 
proper drinking water and ~tter seats. 

As regards the toilet arrangements, the Civil 
Aviation Secretary stated in evidenCe that clean-
liness of toilets. their upkeep and maintenance 
at airports especially at the international airports 
],eaves much to be desired. Therefore, to main-
tain standards, the contract system for the 
cleanliness of toilets was being introduced, where 
possible. He also admitted that "we are not still 
satisf¥!d in the manner in which international 
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airports are kept. There are certain weaknesses 
and our services are not satisfactory ... Th~ is 
a p~ty of scope for improvement." He also 
suggested that "for all cleanliness, toilet arrange-
ments and other things let us have house-keepers 
tyPe of officers preferably senior ladies to keep 
those facilities which are very vital in as best 
condition as possibly We ean." 

The Committee regret to point out that the 
Pres:ent facilities and basic amenities provided 
at the airports are far from satisfactory and the 
matter does nQt appear to have received full 
attention of the Government/airport authorities 
in the spirit and manner it deserved. The Com-
mittee have, however, noticed that IAAI has now 
dsei~d to instal auto vending machines in the 
sterile area at all the International airports. As 
Bombay and Madras permissk>n is stated to have 
been given to an agency to instal such machines 
for six months on an experimental basis. The 
Committee would like to be informed of the final 
outcome of this experiment and immediate ex-
teonsion of these :faeilities to Delhi and Calcutta 
airports. ' 

In order to improve the customers' services at 
airports, the Committee feel that there should be 
separate counters and staif for attending tele-
phone enquiries and personal enquiries from 
wait-listed passengers and for prOviding facili-
ties Jto ,domestic transit pas~gers. ;Adequate 
comfortable chairs should also be provided in 
the transit area for the passengers as the plastic 
aDd fibre glaas chairs provided at present are. 
BOt quite comfortable. The Government/airport 
authorities should also consider t¥ feasibility of 
having quite a good number of check-in counters 
to avoid long queues and also to enable the 
passengers to have free checks at airport as is 
tile pr.eti.ce fonowed in the 'foreign countries. 
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Another aspect which needs immediate atten-
tion is the absence of regular announcement at 
the public address system at the airports inc1ud- . 
ing international airports about the delay in 
departure of flight. It is ne¢dless to point out 
that passengers are not taken into confidence and 
informed about the- delayed ftights. This obvious-
ly is due to the lack of coordination between 
IAAI and Indian Airlines. The Committee desire 
that the Government should issue clear instruc-
tions to IAAI and Indian Airlines to coordinate 
in this regard in such a way that the passengers 
are ,posted with the latest information about the 
arrival and departure of the flights. 

The Committee have also observed that 
passengers are put to lot of inconvenience on 
account of absenee of proper transport arrange-
ments between the domestic and international 
terminals at Delhi and Bombay. When pointed 
out that none of the agencies i.e. Indian Airlines, 
National Airport Authority and International 
Airports Authority of India was prepared to own 
the responsibility of transporting the passengers 
from one terminal to the other, the Secretary 
Ministry of Civil Aviation categorically admitted 
during evidenCe that it was the responsibility of 
Intemational Airports Authority to make neces-
sary arrangements for the transportation of pas-
sengers between the two terminals and sufficient 
instructions in this regard would be issued t(f 
straighten the matter. The Commitf.ee hOPe that 
such instructions would be issued immediately. 

4.31 The Committee note that e'-en though EATS' 
buses are available at Delhi and Bombay air-
POrts yet the passengers are !!e:ther aware of this 
facility nor their parking places are prominently 
displayed. In this connection, the Civil Aviation 
Secretary also stated that "I am still not satisfied 
with the EATS functioning ... I feel that the In-
ternational Airports Authority itself should pro-
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vide the most modern buses at fixed rates a!D.ti 
take care of the passengers from one ~al to 
another." The Committee, therefore, desire that 
t~ Ministry should ensure that IAAI undertakes 
its responsibility to provide adequate bus Service 
to the passengers between the two terminals at 
all the In~rnational airports. Arrangements 
s1;l.ould also be made for plying adequate number 
of buses at regular intervals from the airport to 
the city and also from the city to the airports 
SO that passengers are not put to unnecessary 
hardship. For this purpose, IAAI should provide 
¥ery modern and comfortable buses at fixed rates. 

The Committee's ~xamiru>tion of 'the sUbject 
has also revealed that· the airlinesru1,es provide 
that if a flight is delayed Or a connecting flight 
missed, the passengers are entitled to certain 
facilities llke hotel accol'ru:nodation, food, trans-
port and also transportation either by the first 
available flight or by other modes of transport. 
Surprisingly, the passengers for whose benefits 
these rules have been framed, aie not aware of 
these rules as these have not been made publlc 
nor are being displayed at airports. According 
to Indian Airlines these are administrative rules 
and are only meant for the information of their 
staff. In this connection, the Managing Director 
of the Indian Airlines stated in his evidence 
before the Committee that 'these are not lATA 
rules. These are for our own passengers' com-
forts ... The non-lATA rules cannot be display-
ed .. We will be quoted in other airlines." The 
Committee are convinced of the justification 
given by the airlines authority for not publiSh-
ing the rules. On the other hand, the Committee 
strongly feel that these rules must be made public 
so that bona fide passengers can claim the entitled 
facilities as a matter of right and be not at the 
mercy of airlines staff who themselves might be 
unaware of these rules. The Committee recom-
mend that Government/Airlines authorities 
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should ta~ immediate steps to get theSe rules I 
instructions published and also arrange to have 
them displayed prominently in the airport build-
ing which could attract the attention of pas-
sengers. 

The Committee have also been informed that 
inadequacy of funds is proving to be an inhibit-
ing factor in drawing a long term plan by NAA 
for providing infrastructural facilities at differ-
ent airports to remove congestion. Sometimes 
back, the NAA is reported to have initiated a 
study of each station to assess the inadequacies 
and to draw plans to overcome the deficiencies 
discovered. In this connection, the Civil Avia-
tion Secretary also cOnfirmed in evidence that 
"We will have to determine and categories the 
airports and work out the funds. Even that 
exercise has not been done in the manner it 
should be done." While expressing their con-
cern, the Committee feel that the study to identify 
drawbacks at each of the airports should have 
been undertaken and completed by NAA long 
ago. The Committee hope that to meet the in-
creasing challenge of growth in traffic, the pro-
posed stUdy by the NAA would be completed at 
the earliest and funds required made available 
for the augmentation of facilities at the national 
ainports. 

The Committee note that a number of regula-
tory agencies like IAAI, NAA, DGCA, Airlines 
Customs, State Police, Health and Immigration 
are at present operating independently at Inter-

national Airports at Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and 
Madras. No doubt, all these organisations are 
engaged in providing services tfJ the passengers 
within their allotted spheres of control but 
mutual cooperation and coordination to the desir-
ed level is lacking. Although under the Inter-
national Airports AuthOrity Act the International 
Ainports Authority (lAAI) has been assi~ed 

-----~--------~-----
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the role to coordinate the activities of various 
a~ncies at the International Airports but in 
actual practice, it has become helpless and is 
unable to exercise any control over other agen-
cies to effect coordination. In fact all the con-
cerned agencies at airports are pulling in differ-
ent directions and the resulting casualty is the 
passenger for whose benefits these haVe been 
created. 

During oral evidence of lAAI, Indian Airlines 
and National Airports Authority, a unanimous 
view was expressed that there should be a single 
authority which should have over-all control at 
all the international airports and should be able 
to play the role of a leader and act as a focal 
point for all important decisions. All other 
agencies should attune their functioning with 
that authority to achieve the common goal of 
efficient management of airports without, of 
course, abdicating their formal demarcated autho-
rity. While not agreeing with this view, the 
Secretary, MiniStry of Civil Aviation stated in 
evidence that it was neither feasible nor practi-
cable tn integrate all the agencies and to put 
them directly under IAAI's control because each 
agency is governed by different acts. He, how-
ever, as~ured complete coordination among lAAI, 
lA, NAA and DGCA, which are under the admi-
nistrative control of his Ministry but expressed 
reservations with regard to other agencies like 
Customs and Pol;ce which are under the control 
of other Ministries. He also informed the Com-
mittee that in order to make effective coordina-
tiOI} amongst the various concerned agencies, a 
Task Force consisting of top officials of all 
concerned agencies. headed by the Chairman, 
IAAI, has been set up to identify and tighten 
the loose links. Besides, a high level Commit-
tee has also been constituted on which represen-
tatives of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry 
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of Finance (Deptt. of Revenue), Ministry of 
Health and Heads of all other agencies are also 
associated. This Committee is chaired by the 
Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation and meets 
periodically and takes decisions on various pro-
blems faced by passengers on the airports. 

The Committee feel that the present arrange-
ments have not proved successful for ensuring 
effective coordination amongst the various agen-
cies operating at Airports and as a result of this, 
the air travellers continue to face lot of difficul-
ties at international air.ports. The Committee, 
therefore. recommend that the Government 
should consider the feasibility of constituting an 
effective single authority armed with adequate 
powers which should be in over-all command at 
an international airports and be able to provide 
instant redress of passengers' grievances. To 
achieve this end, the Government may consider, 
if necessary, the desirability of amending suit-
ably the relevant acts governing various agen-
cies operating at international airports. 

The Committee have also noticed that at pre-
sent there is no arrangement at airports particu-
larly at the international airports where a pas-
senger could contact an officer who could provide 
complete answer to his problems. Obviously, 
he has to run through the length and breadth of 
the airport to contact the various officers of the 
conqerned departments. No doubt, there is a 
duty officer's Counter and an Airport Manager 
who can be contacted in case of need but these 
officers are practically of no help to the passen-
gers who need an instant redress of their griev-
ances. Therefore, the Committee suggest that 
for improving the Customer Services, there should 
be a "Single window" at each airport where res-
ponsible officers equipped' with all the informa-
tion pertaining to theit departments should be 
available for attending to the complaints/queries 
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of the passengers. The Committee desire that 
Ministry of Civil Aviation should examine the 
feasibility of implen1enting this proposal in con-
sultation with other concerned authorities and 
Committee apprised of the action taken in this 
regard wlthin six months of the presentation 
of this report. 

During evidence of IAAI, the Committee were 
informed that the Airport AuthOrity has been 
able to provide satisfactory facilities to the· air 
passengers within the terminal buildings of inter-
national airports but the major dissatisfaction 
area is outside the terminals where the passeng-
ers,· both national and international, continue to 
be parassed by un-authorised loaders, touts, taxi 
drivers and urchins. Some of them are stated to 
be criminals who indulge in undesirable and ille-
gal activities and even threaten the officers of 
the airport authority. These undesirable ele-
ments forcibly carry the luggage of even unwil-
ling passengers to their vehicles and try to 
extract exorbitant amount from them. The air-
port authority is also reported to have failed in 
containing the nefarious activities of undesirable 
elements because the local laws under which they 
are tried are not very stringent and the punish-
ment awarded is not very deterrent. 

The Committee were also informed that at the 
meeting of High Level Committee on Facilitation 
held in Malt, 1982, it was decided that the Civil 
Aviation Secretary should send letters to the 
Commissioners of Police to set up small Stand-
ing Committee under a senior Police Offi~ to 
study the (pl"oblem and find a solution thereto. 
It was also suggested that such Standing Com-
mittees in Belhi, Bombay. Calcutta and Madras 
should include representatives of local police, 
IAAI and the Chairman of the local airline opera-
tors' CommIttee. It has, however, been admitted 
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by the lAAI in their written note that the pro-
posed Standing Committees have not been 
constituted so far. The Committee cannot but 
. express their concern over this serioUs lapse of 
not forming. so far the "proposed Standing Com-
mittees. The Committee urge the M'nistry to take 
immediate steps for constituting the said· Stand-
ing Committees so that a lasting solution to the 
problem could be found out' and the air travel-
lers, especially foreigners, may not have a feeling 
of insecurity and hostility outside the terminal 
buildings. 

The Committee havE' also been informed that 
a new Committee known as Airport Coordination 
Committee was set up in September, 1986, head-
ed by the General Manager of lAAI, to look 
after all the aspects of Airport management in-
cluding the problems of harra€sment from touts 
by merging four Committees viz. Airport Utili-
sation Committee; Airport Facilitation Com-
mittee; Operational Area Inspection Committee; 
and Terminal Inspection Committee. The Com-
mittee hope that the proposed new Coordination 
Committee, in cooperation with all the concerned 
agencies, would be able to identify the loop' 
holes and suggest ways and means to eradicate 
the problem of touts. 

• 

The Committee have observed that in terms 
of local laws touting is not a cognizable offence 
as a result of which police feels helpless to take 
any deterrent 'action against the touts. The 
Committee, therefore, desire that the GQVE'rn-
ment should immediately take up the matter 
with. State Governments with a view to plug,ging 
the loop-holes in the local laws and to provide 
necessary powers to the police to deal with the 
touts and other undesirable 'elem~nts effectively 
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